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1Jean S Message 
I am the father of four children in the Knox County schools 
system, Patrick (15), Sarah (13), Aisling (11 ), and Jennifer (8). I 
went to many open houses this fall. It is nice to meet your 
children's teachers. I have heard a lot of good things from PTA 
presidents, school foundation leaders, and principals. I am al­
ways most excited when I hear my childrens' teachers talk to me 
about academic excellence and their excitement about learning. 
As I work through my third year as your dean, let me assure you 
that at your alma mater we are always committed to excellence. 
We are committed to teaching all our students the skills that they 
will need to join you at the bar- the skills they will need to prac­
tice law. We pledge to continue to always make you proud of 
your school by being the best school in the country at teaching 
law students how to be lawyers. 
Foremost among those skills is the ability, in the old phrase, to 
be able to think like a lawyer- to be able to analyze and to be 
able to engage in that process we call legal reasoning. While 
thinking like a lawyer is critical and the foundation for all that we 
lawyers do, we need to teach more. We try to teach our students 
to: 
• write succinctly and clearly 
• think ahead and plan 
• be able to persuade 
• be able to speak on their feet even though their nerves are 
all a jitter 
• come up with ways to solve all sorts of problems 
• be able to think about detail and overarching principle at the 
same time 
• realize their limits 
• always be aware of their great responsibility to our American 
system of justice 
• separate their self-interest from their client's interest and 
society's interests 
• admit a mistake and know when to call for help 
• listen with compassion while, at the same time, dispassion­
ately analyze that same story 
• continually reflect on their role and their effectiveness in that 
role 
• be aware of obligation to do pro bono work 
• and be ethical and professional practitioners of our great 
profession. 
These are just a few of the important skills and ideas we try to 
teach. Our devotion to teaching our students to be the best law­
yers they can be is not new. It is a tradition- and one of which 
we are proud. That tradition has produced the fine lawyers we 
proudly claim as our graduates 
- you. So, the proof is in the 
pudding. But I have other proof. 
Last August, the College ofLaw 
lost a good friend when Profes­
sor E. E. Overton passed away. 
If you knew E.O. you no doubt 
recall his sharp intellect and dra­
matic presentations in the class­
room. You will recall his great 
pool playing and his nationally recognized scholarship. A few 
years ago, E.O. wrote a history of the law school. In that history, 
he said: 
"The school remains dedicated to the job of training persons 
for the practice of law, of inculcating in them ideals of public 
service, and professional responsibility and of serving the entire 
community in all areas relevant to law, its study and practice. The 
drive of the faculty for years has been a concept of striving to 
serve these functions with every fiber of our bodies, with the ut­
most dedication to excellence and to the sacrificing of other am­
bitions to that ambition. A future history may judge whether the 
College of Law has achieved that goal." 
Our graduates- you- are proof positive we have achieved 
E.O.'s goal. And we hope to continue to always achieve that goal 
with each future generation ofUT law students. We can only 
continue to achieve that goal with your support. With your faith 
in us and belief in what we do, we can continue to be one of the 









By Carol Parker 
Associate Professor ofLaw and Director 
of1he UTCollegeofLawWritingPrognun 
When people think of lawyers, they often think of 
talkers-very good talkers-telling compelling stories 
in closing arguments, revealing truth through blistering 
cross-examination. On the other hand, when they think of 
lawyers' writing, they probably do not think of great 
connnunication or of anything dynamic or noble. Unfortunately, to many 
people, "legal writing'' means incomprehensible double talk, inspiring 
mainly distrust Very few students come to law school so that they can 
learn to write like lawyers. 
The reality, however, is that lawyers are professional writers, whose 
audiences rely on their writing to make important and difficult decisions. 
The consequences of unclear or imprecise expression in these kinds of 
documents are obvious and serious-and the audiences for these docu­
ments are exacting and often hostile. As one connnentator has noted, 
''when it comes to clarity, you will never get the benefit of the doubt:' 
An essential task for law schools is to bring students into the connnu­
nity of legal discourse, to train them in the precise use of language that the 
discipline demands. Writing in law school serves this goal in three impor­
tantways. 
First, by writing, students learn to analyze legal authorities from the 
inside out-to recognize the structure of rule-based and analogical rea­
soning, to see the range of potential meanings in a legal tex� to recognize 
and understand the varieties of legal argmnents, to synthesize authorities 
relevant to a particular issue, to use authorities to answer a client's ''real 
world" question. 
Second, through writing in law school, students are introduced to the 
genres of legal writing. They learn to recognize the attributes of effective 
legal writing and to produce professional-quality documents. They learn 
to understand the rhetorical contexts in which lawyers write these docu­
ments and to be conscious of the pmpose and audiences (intended and oth­
erwise) for every document they create. To help students develop the 
writing and critical reading skills they will need in practice, the law school 
curriculum should provide many opportunities for students to create and 
use a wide variety of professional documents. 
Finally, through writing in law school, students find their professional 
voices. By writing, students explore their roles as interpreters of legal 
problems and broader social issues as they undertake to resolve legal 
problems on behalf of clients. Writing assignments that require students 
to consi<.b complex facts and competing social policies expose students 
to the kinds of rhetorical choices lawyers routinely make- and the conse­
quences of those choices-in constructing argmnents on behalf of clients, 
or developing and expressing legal analysis of social issues and proposals 
for law refonn. Lawyers in the United States legal system have enormous 
influence on the development and operation of the law. Law schools should 
take every opportunity to mge students to examine their professional values 
and ethics and to develop habits of reflection in practice. 
The Writing Curriculum 
At the University ofTennessee College of Law, the writing program 
seeks to promote these professional goals through a variety of required and 
elective courses. In courses that fulfill writing requirements, students create 
documents that give advice, specify terms of agreements or legislation, 
present arguments on behalf of clients, and present scholarly analysis ofle­
gal issues. In addition, courses throughout the curriculum use writing as a 
tool of instruction and require students to prepare professional documents. 
First-Year Courses 
In the first semester, the required course Legal Process I introduces stu­
dents to forms and structure of legal analysis and the lawyerly use of legal 
authorities. The course examines the process by which lawyers analyze legal 
problems and communicate their analysis in a fonn that accomplishes the 
author's purpose-that is, processes by which to find, choose, and use legal 
authorities to solve legal problems. Students write a series of legal memo­
randa of the sort prepared in law offices for purposes of advising clients. 
Although the main focus of writing in this course is to provide tools for 
understanding legal analysis, the course also exposes students to a common 
genre of legal writing and its rhetorical context and invites students to re­
flect on their role as advisors to their clients. The course is taught mostly by 
tenured or tenure-track faculty, and the Writing Specialist has an important 
role in helping irxlividual students improve their writing. Law Library fac­
ulty introduce the process of legal research. 
In the second semester, Legal Process II focuses on persuasive writing 
and oral argument Students learn to construct various kinds of legal argu-
..... 
ments and present them to various audiences. Students study court rules 
cooceming fonnal requirerrents of appellate court briefs and how the fonns 
express the functions of the documents. This course is taught mostly by 
practicing attorneys and law librarians, each of whom is assisted by a sec­
ond- or third-year law student. 
I..egal Process I and IT also serve as vehicles for identifying stOOents who 
need to improve their basic writing skills. The College ofLaw's Writing 
Specialist, Penny Tschantz, works with individual stlKbrts and offers writ­
ing workshops to groups of students. Students may voluntarily seek her 
help, or they may be referred to her based on their performance on a diag­
nostic essay completed by all incoming first-year students or based on rec­
onnnendation of their Legal Process teachers. Each first-year law student is 
encouraged to meet with Ms. Tschantz at least once during the course. 
Upper-Division Courses 
After the first year, each student must satisfy two additional writing re-­
quirements through elective courses, a planning and drafting requirement 
and an expositocy writing requirement. 
Planning and Drafting Requirement 
To satisfy the planning and drafting requirement, stOOents must soccess­
fully complete a substantial project that requires them to draft documents 
governing future behavior of clients and others. This task l'a}uires students 
to identify and, if necessal)', clarify a client's objectives, identify possible 
ways of achieving those objectives and potential obstacles to soccess, evaltr 
ate the advantages and disadvantages of alternative courses of action, and 
anticipate problems and changes in circumstances. Students then draft the 
agreements or other documents in precise language so that the affected per­
sons understand their future rights and responsibilities. 
In acklition to introducing students to professional skills of planning and 
drafting documents, this requirement offers students cwortunities to learn 
about legal documents used in various areas of law and to learn the substance 
of those areas of law through researching, drafting, and redrafting the OOclr 
ments. 
The planning and drafting requirement provides a realistic professional 
experience that should help students make the transition from law school to 
law practice. It exposes them to legal documents they may not otherwise 
study in law school, but that lawyers regularly draft and use. 
Students have satisfied the planning and drafting requirement with a va­
riety of courses, including contract drafting, business planning, commen;ial 
finance, estate planning, land acquisition and development, advanced busi­
ness associations, antitrust, gratuitous transfers, local govennnent, adminis­
trative law, representing enterprises, commercial law seminar, tax, 
legislation, securities regulation, international business transactions, family 
law, international law, international relations, mediation, labor relations 
law, and employment law. Students may also satisfy the requirement 
through an independent study project under the supervision of a facu1ty 
member. Many students elect to take more than one course that satisfies this 
requirement 
Expository Writing Requirement 
The expository writing requirement is satisfied by preparation of a sub­
stantial research paper in which students ( l) identify a problem they believe 
to be important and demonstrate that importance to their reader; (2) re-
search and analyze the response or relationship of the legal system to that 
problem or similar problems, with the research to include primary sources; 
(3) evaluate the success or failure of present efforts to deal with the prob­
lem; and ( 4) propose and defend a solution to the problem or model for 
thinking about that problem 
The purpose of this requirement is to provide all students with the expe­
rience of identifying an issue worthy of study, and developing and commtr 
nicating legal analysis of that issue. Students should develop in-depth 
knowledge of an area of law and become not only better writers but also 
more insightful and critical readers of legal commentary For those students 
who will write law review articles or position papers in their professional 
careers, this requirement also serves the pUIJlOse of teaching them to create 
effective professional documents; that is not, however, its primary purpose. 
Rather, it is to encourage students to reflect on their roles in the legal system 
and to consider the functions and legitimacy of institutions within that sys­
tem. The process of writing the paper under close supervision of a faculty 
member should require students to think deeply about legal issues and take 
personal responsibility for the conclusions they reach. Stt*nts usually ful­
ftll this requirement in seminars or through independent study projects or 
wmk on the Tennessee Law Review. 
Writing Throughout the Curriculum 
These four requirements form the core of the writing program, provid­
ing experiences in predictive, persuasive, prescriptive, and scholarly writ­
ing. In addition to these core courses, a growing number of courses 
incorporate writing as a tool of instruction. Opportunities to gain experi­
ence in preparing professional documents are available throughout the cur­
riculum, particularly in p ractice-oriented courses, such as advanced 
appellate advocacy, pre-trial litigation, and representing enterprises, and in 
clinical courses. Two specialized certificate programs require practice-ori­
ented courses in which students prepare documents used in litigation or 
transactional lawyering. Courses fulfilling the "perspectives on law" re­
quirement typically require reflective writing. 
Writing in Co-Curricular Programs 
The Tennessee Law Review and the Moot Court Program offer realistic 
professional experiences in writing. Both programs have built traditions of 
excellence and demand the highest quality of work from the students who 
participate in them. 
To become a member of the Tennessee Law Review, student-edited jour­
nal of legal scholarship, a student must successfully complete a rigorous 
technical examination on legal citation and editing and must write a case 
note, analyzing the substance and implications of a significant recent case, 
of publishable quality. Members of the law review assist in every phase of 
selecting, editing and preparation of articles for publishing, serve in leader­
ship positions on the editorial board, and write publishable comments on 
curent legal issues. 
The Moot Court program offers similarly rigorous experiences in advo­
cacy writing. Students who participate in the intramural Advocate's Prize 
competition or who travel to national competitions write briefs to mock 
appellate courts and the present oral arugments to panels of judges. In recent 
years, the College ofLaw has sent moot court teams to various national com­
petitions, including the National Moot Court Competition, the Frederick 
Douglas Moot Court , and Labor Law, Constitutional Law, Evidence and 
Environmental Law competitions . 
• 
Writing Specialist Penny Tschantz (left) works with UT law 
students indjvudally and in group workshops. 
Writing Specialist Penny Tschantz 
valuable resource for law students 
As writing specialist at the University offennessee College of 
Law, PennyTschantzisavailable toworkwithall who wish to im­
prove their basic writing skills through individual tutorial sessions 
and a variety of writing workshops. In herworlc with first-year stu­
dents, Ms. Tschantz helps students understand the structures oflegal 
reasoning and writing and learn to communicate effectively within 
those structures. Each entering student completes a diagnostic� 
assigrunent, \\hlchMs. Tschantz assesses focvariom soctsofwriting 
competencies; based on these essays, students may be assigred w ock 
in individual tutorial sessions or writing workshops. 
Studentsenteringthefirstyearoflawschoolromefromavariety 
of Wldergraduate disciplines. Some have also worlced in profes­
siotlal fields where they did specialized writing -fields such as 
medicine, journalism, technical writing, or bminess. To the ntW dis­
cipline of legal writing, all students bring rhetorical habits devel­
oped previously. Students who feel that these habits have served 
them well may resist the notion that legal writing will require sig­
nificant changes. Students who have never considered themselves 
effective writers may simply be terrified at the prospect of their first 
legalwriting course. Moroover,intheprocessofmakingtheirway 
through the fustyear oflaw school, even the brightest students may 
lose confidence in their ability to write well. Ms. Tschantz helps stu­
dents build on their strengths to improve their skills in legal writing. 
lnadditiontoherworlcwithfirst-yearstudents,Ms. Tschantz is 
availabletoworlc withupper-level studentsandhasconductedworlc­
shops for the Career Services office and for student groups, such as 
the Tennessee Law Review. She consults regularly with Legal Pro­
cess faculty regarding such concerns as evaluating students' writing, 
diagnosingstudentwritingproblems,addressingcommonproblems 
appearing in students' writing, and ming scholarship on learning 
styles and cognitive learning theory in teaching writing. 
UT Faculty who teach/counsel writing 
Carol McCrehan Parker 
Associate Professor of Law and Director ofLegal 
Writing 
B.S., 1975 Northwestern University 
MA, 1977 Northwestern University 
J.D., 1984 University oflllinois 
Professor Parker helps students master the complex 
skill of legal writing as director of writing and also 
as coordinator ofUT's academic support program. 
She is one of the faculty advisors to the Tennessee Law Review and has 
coached the Constitutional Law Moot Court team. Prof. Parker was director 
of the writing programs at DePaul University and Indiana University before 
joining the UT faculty in 1994. She has written articles on legal writing and 
torts and has served as chair of the Association of American Law Schools 
Section on Legal Writing, Reasoning and Research. Professor Parker has re­
ceived the Carden Award for Outstanding Service to the Institution and the 
Forrest W Lacey Award She has also worked in private practice in Chicago. 
Frances Lee Ansley 
Professor of Law 
BA., 1969, Harvard/Radcliffe College 
JD., 1979, University ofTennessee 
LL.M., 1988, Harvard Law School 
Professor Ansley's expertise reaches beyond the 
law school and into the community. She was a 
co-founder in 1994 of the UTCommunity Partner­
ship Center, an interdisciplinary program consist­
ing ofUT faculty and graduate students who work in partnership with 
groups based in low- and moderate-income communities here and abroad 
Professor Ansley speaks frequently and is widely published and reprinted in 
the areas of civil rights, labor rights, plant closings, impacts of globalization, 
and issues of race and gender, with articles in a number of law reviews, in­
cluding California, Cornell, Georgetown, Colorado, Tennessee, and the 
University of Pennsylvania Journal of Labor and Employment Law. She has 
contributed chapters to several interdisciplinary books on issues of race, 
gender, poverty, and economic restructuring. Professor Ansley received the 
Marilyn V. Yarbrough Faculty Award for Writing Excellence in 1994 and 
theW. Allen SeparkAward for Superior Achievement in Scholarship in 
1993. 
Judy M.Comett 
Associate Professor ofLaw 
B.A., 1977, JD., 1982, University 
ofTennessee 
MA., 1989,Ph.D., 1997, University 
ofVrrginia 
Professor Cornett combines her legal knowledge 
with her love ofEnglish literature. After receiving 
the J.D. degree from UT in 1982, Professor Cornett 
was an adjtmctmember of the UT law faculty. Now 




a full-tim: fuculty membe�; Professor Cornett earned master's and Ph. D. de­
grees in 18th-century British law and literature fium the University otvrr­
ginia She has been published in the William & Mary Journal ofWomen and 
the Law, and the Tennessee and Cincinnati law reviews and is a member of 
the Modern Language Association, the American Society for 
Eighteenth-Century Studies, and the American Society for Legal History. 
She served on the Tennessee Supreme Court Commission on Gender Fair­
ness and as co-chair of the Tennessee Supreme Court Committee to imple­
ment the reronnnendations of the Racial and Ethnic Fairness Commission 
and the Gender Fairness Commission and served as an advisor to the Tennes­
see Law Review. Prof. Cornett received the Marilyn V:Yatbrough Faculty 
AWMd for Writing Excellence and the Harold Warner Award for Excellence 
in Teaching. 
Don Leatherman 
Associate Professor ofLaw 
BA,l975, Goshen College 
J.D., 198l,DickinsonSchoolofLaw 
L.L.M, 1984, New York University 
Professor Leathennan brought considerable 
hands-on knowledge of taxation toUT when he 
joined the faculty in 1994. Heworkedfor thelnter­
nal Revenue Service from 1989 to 1994 and prior 
to that worlced in private practice in Washington, DC. Professor Leatherman 
has published several tax articles, spoken at ABA and other fora, and {mtici­
pated in a number of ABA activities. He has served as an advisor to the Ten­
nessee Law Review and twice received the Harold Warner Award for 
Excellence in Teaching. 
Sibyl Marshall 
Assistant Professor of Law and Reference 
Librarian 
BA., 1987, Pomona College 
J.D., 1990,LoyolaLawSchool 
M.I.S., 1998, Universityoffennessee 
Professor Marshall came to the UT College ofLaw 
in 2000 after serving for two years as a reference 
and electronic services librarian at the Merrer Uni­
versity Law School in Macon, Ga. She taught legal 
research and advanced legal research, as well as developing a curriculum for 
electronic research materials. Prof. Marshall has developed and taught sev­
eral attorney seminars on legal research and Internet legal resources. She has 
also spoken at local and national law librarian conferences on the topics of 
government documents, library staff managemen� and teaching electronic 
legal research skills. Prof. Marshall was a litigation associate with the Se­
attle-based law firm ofPerl<ins Coie from 1990 unti11996. 
College recognizes 
writing excellence 
The University offenJ�:ssee College 
ofLaw recognizes excellence in legal 
writing by making the following awards 
each academic year: 
o The James R. and Nell 
Cunningham Excellence in Legal Writing Award is pre­
sented annually to the author of the best scholarly work written by 
a second- or third-year st'llrent 
o The Knoxville office of Hunton & Williams presents two 
awards annually: the Hunton & Williams Outstanding Writ­
ingAward, which recognizes superior writing by a first-year stu­
dent in Legal Process II; and the Hunton & Williams 
Law Review Prize to the author of the year's outstanding law 
review comment 
o The Ogden & Sullivan Brief Writing Award is pre­
sented by the Tampa, Fla., firm of the same name to recognize out­
standing proficiency in moot court brief writing. 
o The Harry W. Laughlin Jr. Memorial Tennessee Law 
Review CasenoteAward goes to the author of the best casenote 
eachyeru: 
o The Jerry J. Phillips Comment Award is presented by 
the Tennessee Law Review to the author of the best comment each 
year 
oUT law alumni Michael Galligan '71 and William Ramsey '80 
award the Tennessee Law Review Editing Award for out­
standing editing by a member of the Tennessee Law Review staff. 
o The College oflaw makes an annual award for the best brief 
written in conjunction with the intraschool Advocacy Prize 
Competition. 
UT to host Legal Writing 
Institute in May 2002 
The University offennessee College oflaw will host the tenth biennial 
conference of the Legal Writing Institute in May 2002. The Legal Writing 
Institute is a non-profit cotp<>ration, founded in 1984 by the University of 
Puget &nmd School ofLaw (now Seattle University School ofLaw) for the 
purpose of promoting the exchange of information and ideas about legal 
writing and to provide a forum for research and scholarship about legal 
writing and legal analysis. The Institute promotes these activities through 
national conferences, a newsletter, and a research jomnal. 
The Institute has over 1,362 members, representing all of the ABA -ac­
credited law schools in the United States. The Institute also has members 
from English departments, from Canada and Australia, fium independent 
research and consulting organizations, and from the practicing bar. 
College loses 'colorful, 
distinguished' faculty 
member E.E. Overton 
The following tribute was written by Proj RichardS. Wirtz, former Dean of 
the UT College ofl.aw and longtime col/rogue ofE.E. Overlon. 
The University offennessee College ofl.aw lost ore of its most distin­
guished and colorful faculty members when Professor Emeritus Elvin E. 
Overton diedAug. 3, 2000, in Knoxville. 
After receiving a law degree from the 
University of Chicago in 1931, Dr. 
Overton taught law for two years at the 
University of Arkansas, one year at the 
University of Tennessee, and six years 
at Mercer, also serving for four years as 
Dean at Mercer. He then returned to the 
study of law and received an S.J.D. de­
gree in Harvard in 1941. Following 
brief teaching stints at Mercer, the Uni-
Dr. Elvin E. Overton versity of Oregon, and Temple, and a 
period of service as a commissioned of­
ficer in the U.S. Navy, Dr. Overton came to the University of Ten­
nessee in 1946 to stay. 
Over the course of a long and distinguished career, Dr. Overton 
-known to everyone as E.O.- taught Evidence, Civil Procedure, 
Agency, Torts, Real Property, Conflict of Laws, Equity, and Con­
stitutional Law. He was no dilettante. The variety in his teaching 
assignments reflects the fact that he came up in the days when fac­
ulty members were expected to be renaissance men. When the 
Dean asked a colleague to teach Agency, the colleague (unless 
very senior) did not say, "I'd rather not, thank you. I have long 
since forgotten any Agency Law I ever knew." He said instead, 
"Certainly. Can you suggest a casebook?" Always the team 
player, that is what Dr. Overton did. 
As a scholar, E.O.'s work in Conflict ofLaws, Equity and Con­
stitutional Law earned him a national reputation. In the Sympo­
sium Issue of the Tennessee Law Review dedicated to Dr. Overton 
upon his retirement, Conflicts scholar Robert E. Leflar of the Uni­
versity of Arkansas at Fayetteville wrote: 
"[H]e in due course became one of America's recognized au­
thorities in the field and an outstanding teacher of the subject .. 
. . His Oregon Law Review article1 substantially foretold in 
194 3 what were to be the due process limits eventually imposed 
by the United States Supreme Court on state choice-of-law 
freedom . . . . His other writings on Conflicts topics helped to 
frame the future of that area of law ... :• 
Former Dean Dick Wirtz 
is first Overton Professor 
Former UT Law Dean Richard S. 
Wirtz has been named the first E.E. 
Overton Distinguished Professor of 
Law at the UT College of Law. The pro­
fessorship honors the longtime UT fac­
ulty member and secretary of the 
College who died inAugust 2000. 
Professor Wirtz has been a member 
of the UT College of Law faculty since Dick Wutz 
1974. He served as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 
from 1988 until l991, Acting Dean from 1991 until 1992, 
and as Dean of the College from 1992 to 1998. He has been 
honored for his teaching with the Harold C. Warner Out­
standing Teacher Award and the Student Bar Association 
Outstanding Teacher Award. He has had articles published 
in the Tennessee, Indiana and Washington law reviews and 
the Antitrust Law Journal. 
Professor Wtrtz is a member of the Commission on the 
Future of the Tennessee Judicial System and the Curriculum 
Committee of the ABA Section of Legal Education and Ad­
missions to the Bar, and a fellow of the American and Ten­
nessee Bar Foundations. Prior to entering law teaching, he 
worked with the Peace Corps, clerked for Judge Robert A. 
Ainsworth, Jr. of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Cir­
cuit, and practiced law in Seattle, Wash. 
Professor Wirtz received a B.A. degree in 1961 Amherst 
College, and M.P.A. in 1963 from Princeton University, and 
a J.D. in 1970 from Stanford University. He teaches Con­
tracts, Evidence, and Legal Profession. 
To his students at Tennessee, E.O. was always Doctor Overton. 
For many years the faculty had one Dean, two Doctors, and one 
Colonel known as such; the rest of us were called variously and 
indifferently Mister or Professor. When the new students arrive 
now, they tend to want to call their law teachers Doctor, perhaps 
because that is what they called their undergraduate professors. In 
deference, we decline the title. 
For many years at Tennessee, E.O. was Secretary of the Col­
lege. What that meant, for quite awhile, was that he did all the ad­
ministrative work the dean chose to delegate, including service as 
what we would now call Director of Admissions. 
Tennessee Deans venturing forth around the state to talk with 
senior alumni frequently found themselves talking about E.O. The 
alumnus, in a reflective mood, would ask how one or another of 
his professors was getting on. Nobody was more frequently asked 
.... 
after than Dr. Overton. "How is he?" the alum would ask. ''He 
must be close to 90." The Dean might answer, ''He's remarkable. 
He comes into the office every day:'-which in fact he did for many 
years after he retired in 1977. 
Having asked after him, the alum would begin to ruminate. 
Countless times the recollections followed this general path: "You 
know, he [meaning Dr. Overton] read over my admissions applica­
tion and he said to me, 'You don't belong here, but I'll admit you 
anyway. You'll probably be gone by the end of the first year."' The 
alums would go on to say with pride how well they'd done in law 
school, and how wrong Dr. Overton had been. If the alums had 
known how many of their classmates had had the same experi­
ence, they might have come to the conclusion that Dr. Overton had 
said what he said in hopes of jolting the applicants out of their un­
dergraduate laziness into the highly focused frame of mind re­
quired to do law school work. A Dean once asked E.O. about this. 
He smiled, but made no further answer. 
The alumni remember many other things about Dr. Overton. 
There were a certain few lines that he delivered with such force 
that nobody who was there when he said the� ever forgot. Prob­
ably the most famous of these was, "IF IT'S VOID, IT'S VOID"­
this to some poor unthinking student who had just unfortunately 
made it clear that he thought that because something was void, that 
didn't necessarily mean that it was really ... well ... void. 
E.O. had high standards for his students. By day, he would 
play pool with them. By night, he expected them to work hard. 
Above all, he wanted them to think. According to his students, 
there was very little he would not do to bring their minds to bear on 
a key point. The stories abound: In frustration with a lackadaisical 
class, E.O. would spray the room with machine gun fire. Or the 
unsuspecting student might look up from her notes to find that 
E.O. had apparently vanished altogether, only to discover him 
prostrate on the floor, once again leveled by the incoherence of 
another student. Or, when his classroom was at street level, he 
would simply exit through the window. Once or twice, fresh from 
a trip, a Dean would try out one of these stories on E.O. His re­
sponse was alW!lys the same: "I never did that." 
Dr. Elvin E. Overton was the master planner of the first building 
ever built to house the University ofTennessee College ofLaw. He 
received the Harold Warner Excellence in Teaching Award from 
the Law School, and a Distinguished Service Professorship from 
the University of Tennessee. He had the respect of his colleagues, 
and the affection of an entire generation of law students. The law 
school community mourns his loss. 
Correction ... 
3L jennifer Lichstein 
'0 1 recipient of TBA' s 
Student Volunteer Award 
The Tennessee Bar Association has awarded UT College 
of Law student Jennifer I. Lichstein the 2001 Law Student 
\blunteer Award. 
This annual award recognizes a Tennessee law school 
student who has provided outstanding volunteer services 
while working with an organization 
that provides legal representation to the 
indigent. It is the highest honor the 
TBA bestows on a law student. The 
award was presented at a reception at 
the Tennessee Bar Center in Nashville 
onJan.19, 2001. 
A native of Memphis, Lichstein 
graduated from Lausanne Collegiate 
School in 1994. She attended the Uni­
Jennifer Lichstein versity ofTennessee, Knoxville where 
she earned her degree in Women's Studies in 1996. She is 
currently a third-year student at the UT College of Law. 
While in law school, Lichstein has served as the co-di­
rector of the Pro Bono Project, expanding the scope of the 
program and recruiting other student volunteers. Outside of 
the law school she has interned and volunteered with orga­
nizations like the Kennsington Welfare Rights Union in 
Philadelphia, the Haitian Refugee Project in Miami and 
Lambda Legal Defense in Atlanta. She was also an active 
leader in the campaign to repeal the Spousal Rape Exemp­
tion Law in Tennessee. 
New committee formed at College 
to study public interest opportunities 
A Committee for Pi'o Bono and Public Interest Law has been fonned at 
the College ofLaw to study various opportunities currently provided to stu­
dents who wish to participate in pro bono and public interest activities as 
well as the incentives and training given to continue in those activities after 
graduation. 
�embers in�lu�e profe�sors Fran Ansley (chair), Doug Blaze, Pat 
Alumni Headnotes wishes to correct inaccurate information that was Hardin, Dean Rivkin and Sibyl Marshall; Career Services advisor Kay 
published in the magazine's Fall1999 issue regarding the establishment of .. B� an� students Leticia Alexander, Ginny Hsiao, Steve Johnson, lenni­
the UT College of Law scholarship which honors the tate Robert L. fer L1chstem, Rachel Moses, Steve Peny and Lee Robinson. .., 
McKnight, a 1933 graduate of the University ofMemphis Law School. Organized by Dean Tom Galligan in 1999 as a Worldng Group, its mem-
The Robert L. McKnight Memorial Scholarship was founded in 1978 by ?ers �<:<f the law school community broadly and conducted a series of 
UT law alumni Frederick J. Lewis'68, Kenneth D. Henderson '65, and mteMews With students, faculty and staff to get a full picture of the kinds of 
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Class of1944 
FRED W. MCPEAKE of Knoxville has been awarded the Grand 
Cross, the highest honor available from the Supreme Council of 
the Scottish Rite, Southern Jurisdiction. 
Class of1950 
CHARLES R. HEMBREE of Lexington, Ky., received an invita­
tion from People to People Ambassador Programs to be a member 
of a delegation of tax lawyers who visited the People's Republic of 
China following an invitation from the Ministry of Justice. 
Class of1968 
JOHN J. DOGGETT III of Knoxville, who retired from Federal 
Civil Service in 1996, was recalled to active duty as a Colonel in 
the Army Reserves to be Command Judge Advocate for the Army 
Reserve Personnel Command. He is now retired from the Army 
Reserve and currently in private practice. 
Class of1970 
HERBERT S. MONCIER of Knoxville has been honored with the 
1999 Lionel J. Barett Jr. Award for his contributions to the defense 
of citizens accused of capital crimes who are facing the death pen­
alty. 
Class of 1972 
DANIEL J. MURPHY of Riverhead, N .Y, has been appointed by 
the President of the United States to the selective service system as 
a board member from the state of New York. 
Class of 1973 
Deceased 
William Bomar('49), Oak Ridge 
Jesse W. Butler(' 50), Knoxville 
William G. Craven ('51), Jamestown, Tenn. 
Robert Emil Dender ('49), Bradenton, Fla. 
Phil Durand ('61 ), Knoxville 
Dr. Thelma L. Givens ('94), Pegram, Tenn. 
William B. Felknor ('47), Maryville, Tenn. 
Thomas D. Hembree ('67), Jasper, Tenn. 
Kenneth D. Henderson ('65), Memphis 
J. Edward Ingram ('72), Knoxville 
Kyle King(' 41 ), Greeneville, Tenn. 
Marvin G. Kriege ('48), San Diego, Calif. 
John Michael Lain ('67), Oak Ridge 
Ron. Kirby Matherne ('48), Brownsville, Tenn. 
Basil F. Millican ('51), Atlanta 
William G. Mitchell ('51), Orlando, Fla. 
Henry H. Morton ('50), Knoxville 
Frank M. Newman ('56), Nashville 
Betty Coile Phillips ('78), Seymour, Tenn. 
David R. Prickett (77), Chattanooga 
Ron. Hugh C. Simpson ('27), Smyrna, Ga. 
Robert R. Simpson ('80), Knoxville 
C.B. ''Bris" Staley, Jr. ('44) Niota, Tenn. 
Andrew C. Troutman ('86), Knoxville 
LARRY TRAIL of Murfreesboro was elected Nov. 7, 2000, to a 
four-year term in the Tennessee State Senate. Sen. Trail, a 
Democrat, represents the 16th Senatorial District that encom­
passes Bedford and Rutherford counties. 
DOUG BEALS of Knoxville is a new board member for the Na- DOUGLAS A. TRANT of Knoxville has been elected a Fellow of 
tional Kidney Foundation of East Tennessee. Society by the International Society of Barristers' Board of Gover-
STEPHEN IMHOFF of Louisville, Ky., was as a candidate for the 
Jefferson County School Board in Louisville, Ky., in the Novem­
ber 2000 election. 
Class of1974 
CHARLES R. PULLEN of Ashland City, Tenn., is currently on ac­
tive duty with the Naval Reserve in Taiwan. 
Class of1977 
THERESA K. LEE of Kingsport has become Vice Presiden� Gen­
eral Counsel, and Secretary of Eastman Chemical Company. 
DANIEL G. LAMB of San Diego, Calif., led a litigation team that 
nors. 
Class of 1978 
MARCIA J. BACHMAN ofWashington, D.C., has been promoted 
to Colonel in the Air Force Reserves. In her civil service position as 
Associate General Counsel, she influenced critical elements of the 
Logistics Doctrine and the new policies of the Department of De­
fense on Strategic and Competitive Sourcing. 
STEPHEN P. PARSONS of Greeneville is the author of Inter­
viewing and Investigating: Essential Skills for the Paralegal, a col­
lege-level textbook published in January 2000 by Aspen Law and 
Business. 
won the largest compensatory damage award in California's his- MICHAEL C. RUSSO of Woodbury, N.Y, has been named the 
tory. manager of Geico's in-house law firm in Long Island, N.Y. 
College honors Buck Lewis 
with Dean's Suite naming 
The Dean's Suite at the University ofTennessee College of 
Law was named in honor of Memphis alumnus George T. 
"Buck" Lewis during a ceremony held in the rear rotunda of 
the law college on Nov. I I , prior to the Tennessee-Arkansas 
football game. 
Lewis is currently a partner in the Memphis office of the 
firm ofBaker, Donelson, Bearman & Caldwell working in the 
litigation section and health law section. 
"Over the years, Buck Lewis has been a generous supporter 
of the College of Law," said UT Law Dean Tom Galligan. "He 
has given his time willingly and enthusiastically to his alma 
mater, and we are pleased to be able to recognize his many 
contributions in a positive and lasting way." 
Lewis, who received a joint JD/MBA degree from UT in 
I980 after earning an undergraduate degree from UT in busi­
ness administration in 1976, has served on the College of 
Law's Alumni Advisory Council and Dean's Circle since 1988. 
He chaired the Alumni Advisory Council from 1995 to 1998. 
Lewis received the College's Alumni Leadership Award in 
1988 and the Outstanding Service Award in 1998. While in 
law school he chaired the Moot Court Board. 
R. EDDIE WAYLAND of Nashville has been elected to a second 
two-year term as chainnan of the Tennessee Bar Association's La­
bor and Employment Law Section. 
PAMELA L. REEVES ofKnoxville has begun a four-year term as 
a new trustee of the American Inns of Court Foundation. 
Class of 1979 
WOODY ROBINSON of Murfreesboro has joined Wiser Com­
pany as Director of Human Resources and Risk Management. 
PAULA VOSS of Knoxville was honored by TACDL with the 
Alumnus Buck Lewis (right) was honored by the College of Law Nov. 
11, 2000. Sharing the moment are (left to right) UT Law Dean Tom 
Galligan, Buck's mother Mrs. Bettye Lewis and Buck's wife Malinda 
Lewis. 
Lewis was recognized by Gov. Don Sundquist in 1998 for 
his service on the Tennessee Judicial Selection Commission. 
He received an Outstanding Service Award from the Tennessee 
Supreme Court in 1996. Lewis is currently a member of the 
Board of Directors of the Memphis Bar Association, the Board 
of Governors of the Tennessee Bar Association, and the Ameri­
can Bar Association House of Delegates. 
Lewis also serves on the Tennessee Supreme Court's Rules 
Committee and is a former Trustee of the Lawyers Fund for Cli­
ent Protection. He was in the I995 class of Leadership Mem­
phis. 
Governors. He has also been appointed by the Tennessee Supreme 
Court to the Advisory Commission to the Supreme Court on Civil 
Procedure. In November 2000, the Dean's Suite at the UT College 
of Law was named in his honor. 
Class of1981 
JAMES L. MURPHY III ofNashville has joined the firm ofBoult, 
Cummings, Conners & Berry, PLC. 
HARRY S. MATTICE, Jr., of Chattanooga has joined the firm of 
Baker, Donelson, Bearman & Caldwell as Of Counsel. 
Robert W. Richie Award for exemplifying the best tradition of Class of 1982 
criminal defense lawyers and service to TACDL. MARC D. COUNTS of Kingsport has joined the firm of Baker, 
Donelson, Bearman & Caldwell. 
Class of 1980 
MARK H. ANDERSON ofNashville has joined the firm ofBoult, B. PAUL HATCHER of Chattanooga recently incorporated his title 
Cummings, Conners & Berry, PLC. and escrow practice, Hatcher Title & Escrow Agency. 
GEORGE T. "BUCK" LEWIS ofMemphis has been elected to the FRANK B. ParTS ofFlorence, Ala., is now serving on the South­
American Bar Association House of Delegates and selected to rep- em Adventist University Board ofTruste_es in Collegedale. 
resent West Tennessee on the Tennessee Bar Association Board of 
� 
Class of 1983 
CAROLYN FOREHAND ofNashville had twin girls on July 15, 
2000. Their names are Rachel Roberson Shofner and Kathleen 
Bowers Shofner. 
Class of 1984 
SARAH J. CLARK of Dallas is working as a full-time mom to 
Miles, age 2, and stepsons Sam, age 13, and Aaron, age 9. 
SCOTT ROSE of San Antonio, Tex., and his wife Jennifer had a 
second daughter, Kara Courtney Rose, on March 4, 1999. 
STEPHEN P. SPANN ofNashville was recently named a Member 
of Sherrard & Roe, PLC. 
WILLIAM S. WALTON ofNashville has joined the Nashville of­
fice of the firm of Miller, Martin & Trabue as a Partner. 
Class of1985 
DAVID A. KING ofNashville has joined the Nashville office of 
Bass, Berry & Sims, PLC. 
KATHERINE J. KROEGER of Clinton, Tenn., and her husband, 
Steve Boyd, announce the birth of their daughter, Leora Rose, on 
December26, 1999. 
Class of1986 
WADE FARRA WAY of Salt Lake City, Utah, has a new job with 
the Utah Attorney General's office prosecuting insurance fraud 
cases in the Criminal Division. He also has a new daughter, Jordan 
Liberty Farraway, born July 4, 1999. 
Class of 1987 
DEL GRISSOM of Montgomery, Ala., was recently selected for 
promotion to Lieutenant Colonel, USAF. He is also starting his 
third year of teaching advocacy and criminal law at the Air Force 
JAG school. 
Class of 1988 
LAURA H. HUGGETT of Philadelphia, Penn., and her husband 
Ben announce the birth of their first child, Thomas Robert, on Oc­
tober 27, 1999. 
CHLOE REID of Malibu, Calif., recently accepted a position at 
Antioch University in Los Angeles as Executive Dean. 
Class of 1989 
EDWARD E. DEWERFF of Clarksville, Tenn., has been certified 
as a member of the National Board ofT rial Advocacy. 
ELBERT JEFFERSON, JR. ofMemphis has been named Counsel 
for the Memphis Housing Authority. 
TED LeCLERCQ of Metairie La., has joined the finn of Hailey 
McNamara as a partner. His second son, Price, was born on July 
20, 2000 and joins his two-year-old brother, Douglas. 
A. BRIAN PHILLIPS recently opened a solo practice in Orlando, 
Fla., focusing on criminal tax and white collar criminal defense. 
He also traveled to Tashkent, Uzbekistan, to teach a two-week 
seminar on computer crime and money laundering. 
Class of 1990 
CAROLYN F. JETER ofKnoxville was recently reappointed as a 
Judicial Commissioner for the Knox County General Sessions 
Court. She has been with the court since 1994. 
Class of1991 
KATHRYN R. LEIDERMAN and William Wesley Jarrett were 
married Jan. 1 1 , 1998. Kathryn is a solo practitioner in Jasper, 
Tenn. 
CATHRYN J. ROLFE has been named to lead the new Employ­
ment Resources Division of Counsel on Call in Brentwood, Tenn. 
Cathryn moved to Counsel on Call from Ingram Entertainment 
Inc. where she was an assistant general counsel. 
Class of 1992 
KAREN WADDELL BURNS ofDyersburg, Tenn., announces the 
birth ofher daughter, Emma Kathryn, on Nov. 29, 1999. 
SCOTT D. CAREY ofNashville has been elected President of the 
TBA Young Lawyers Division at the Annual Convention in Destin, 
Fla. He also has been named a shareholder in the finn of Baker, 
Donelson, Bearman, & Caldwell. He is chair of the finn's trans­
portation group. 
LINDA C. ELAM ofMt. Juliet, Tenn., accepted a position as in­
house counsel to Central Parking Corporation in January 2000. 
She was also elected President ofWIN, a political fund-raising or­
ganization, in November 1999. 
GARRY FERRARIS ofKnoxville has formed a partnership with 
Tony Fanner, Fanner and Ferraris. The practice focuses on work­
ers compensation, personal injury, medical malpractice, employ­
ment discrimination, and labor law. 
RICHARD L. GAINES of Knoxville has become an associate at 
the law finn of Ritchie, Fels, & Dillard. He has also taught as an 
adjunct instructor for the last two years at the University ofTennes­
see Law School. 
KYLE MICHEL of Washington, D.C., recently formed Morgan 
Meguire, LLC, a Washington lobbying and strategic business con­
sulting firm. The finn was formed with the backing from Long 
Aldridge & Norman, LLP. 
UT alumna helping low-income Blount Countians 
The following story was published in the Maryville Alcoa 
(Tenn.) Daily Times on March 31, 2000. Carrie 0 'Rear is a 
1998 graduate of the UT College of Law. 
By Ladawna Parham 
MQ1)'WleA/coo Daily 1imRS 
Lower-iocome residents ofBlount County now have a source for 
legal assistance. 
Carrie O'Rear, an outreach attorney with the 
Knoxville Legal Aid Society, has been in the 
county for about six months and has already 
relpedmorethan lOOpeoplethroughlegalad­
vice, referrals or representation. 
''The majority of my clients are victims of 
domestic violence, and I help them obtain or­
ders of protection or divorce:· said 0 'Rear. ''I 
try to help them find resources or government 
funding they may qualify for:• 
Came O'Rtdr She also helps advise or represent clients in 
landlord-tenant disputes, some custody cases, 
public benefits, child Tenncare issues, consumer protection and other 
�. 
''If we can't help them, hopefully we can refer them to someone 
who can;• 0 'Rear said. 
She works with clients who have either contacted her through the 
Knoxville Legal Aid Societhy at 637-0484, or who have been referred 
to rer by oilier attorneys or agencies. 
"I worlc with Haven House and different shelters for victims of 
domestic violence. I get referrals from government agencies and from 
some members of a privare bar who can't help them for one reason or 
another;' O'Rear said. 
She's typically in Blount County about two days a week ather of-
fice space, lent to her by local attorney Horace Brown. 
0 'Rear's worlc in Blount County is made possible through a grant 
from the National Association ofPublic Interest Lawyers (NAPIL ). 
The grant requires that local organizations provide matching funds 
for the outreach attorney. 
"Knoxville Legal Aid approached us about the grantandwetookup 
the challenge to raise enough local funds;' said Blount Bar Association 
attorney John McArthur ofKizer & Black in Maryville. 
The Blount and Sevier County bar associations are each providing 
half of the required matching funds, $1 1 ,000. 
O'Rear splits her time between Sevier County and Blount County. 
Prior to the NAPIL grant, some legal services were provided on 
Fridays, b.rt McArthur said O'Rear's presence allows the county to pro­
vide aix>ut 3� days oflegal aid to people in need 
One session of court in which several protective order cases involv­
ing victims of domestic violence are called out is all it takes, he said, to 
convince you "certainly that there is that need here:' 
''Our 1m has been very good abouqx:ople doing pro bono worlcand 
the legal aid society has done a lot, but we can't do it all and Carrie has 
really filled a niche:' McArthur said 
The Bounty County Bar Association will kick off a fund-raiser to 
raise the local matching funds on Wednesday, Apri1 5. 
There are more than 10,000 people who are income--eligtble for the 
services in Blount County, McArthur said, adding that he hopes local 
firms and other foundations, organizations and individuals recognize 
the need to keep 0 'Rear's position open in Blount County. 
"We would love for Carrie's position to be permanent," he said. 
''\\e'd love any donations towanl that end:' 
O'Rear said she would like to stay helping people in need in this 
county. 
"I like making direct contact with people;' O'Rear said. "We're 
hoping to reach some people who might otherwise have nowhere to 
tum for help." 
H. ROD MOHLER ofUnion, W.Va., and his wife, Reba, announce JACK L. MAYFIELD of Johnson City, Tenn., has been promoted 
the birth of their son, Grant Harrison Mohler, on September 4, to partner in the firm now known as Brandt, Beeson & Mayfield. 
1999. Rod is the Monroe County Prosecuting Attorney. 
SHERYL ROLLINS of Knoxville is a new board member for the 
National Kidney Foundation of East Tennessee. 
KEN WEBER of Nashville has been named shareholder in the 
Nashville office of Baker, Donelson, Bearman & Caldwell, where 
he concentrates his practice in labor and employment law. 
Class of 1993 
KATHY BOSWELL BROWN of St. Louis, Mo., and her hus­
band, Hunt, announce the birth of their third child, William Hunt, 
on Dec. 22, 1 999. 
Class of 1994 
HUNT BROWN of St. Louis, Mo., has recently accepted a job 
with Charter Communications as Director and Counsel, Eastern 
Division Operations. 
DEREK C. CROWNOVER of Nashville has been named Legal 
Counsel for the T.J. Martell Foundation, Nashville Division, a 
music industry AIDS, leukemia and cancer research foundation 
which raises one million dollars annually for The Frances Will­
iams-Preston breast cancer research labs at Vanderbilt Medical 
Center. 
AN 
ELIZABETH PRICE FOLEY of East Lansing, Mich., was 
granted tenure by the Michigan State University, Detroit College 
of Law faculty and Board of Trustees on June 23, 2000. 
MICHELE JOHNSON ofNashville had her work as an advocate 
for at-risk children written up in The National Law Journal on 
August 23, 1999. She was also awarded the 1999 Child Advocacy 
Award by the American Bar Association. 
MARY GRIFFIN ofNashville has been hired as an associate and 
will practice in the Nashville office of Siskind, Susser, Haas, & 
Devine. 
The Rev. BERNARD J. O'CONNOR, assistant dean of arts and 
sciences at Eastern Michigan University, received the Rowman 
and Littlefield Award from the Political Science Association for 
innovative teaching in political science. The award represents a 
pool of 1 5,000 U.S. teachers. 
MICHAEL K. STAGG ofNashville and his wife KIM announce 
the birth of their first child, Matthew Brian Stagg, on December 15, 
1999. 
Class of 1995 
DEBORAH A. HARLESS of Knoxville has been promoted to the 
position of trust officer in the Trust Division at First Tennessee of 
Knoxville. 
CAROLYN MOORE of Brentwood, Tenn., announces the birth of 
her daughter, Meredith, on November 5, 1 999. Meredith joins her 
sister Julianne. 
Class of 1996 
ROBERT RICHARD CARL of Knoxville has joined the law firm 
of Baker, Donelson, Bearman, & Caldwell. 
ANGELA HUMPHREYS HAMILTON of Nashville has been 
named an associate at the law finn of Bass, Berry & Sims, PLC. 
Class of 1997 
Arl Stolnitz (left), a 1952 graduate of the University ofTennessee 
CoUege of Law and a former executive vice president for business 
and financial affairs with Warner Brothers TV in Burbank, Calif., 
visited campus Oct. 13 and 14 as the College of Law's 
Distinguished Entrepreneur in Residence for 2000-01 in the 
Clayton Center for Entrepreneurial Law. While at his alma mater, 
Stolnitz lectured in several UT law classes, met individually with 
numerous law students, and delivered a collegewide lecture. 
Stolnitz is pictured here with Steve Johnson (center) of the UT 
CollegeofLawSpeakerSeriesandDean Tom GaUigan. 
ber 3, 1999. 
Class of 1998 
CARRIE O'REAR of Knoxville has been named a Fellow in the 
Field by the National Association of Public Interest Lawyers. She 
works with the Knoxville Legal Aid Society. 
Class of1999 
PATRICK T. BURNETT of Memphis has joined the law firm of 
Glanker Brown, PLLC. 
SHANNON S. FITE of Jackson, Tenn., has joined the law finn of 
Glanker Brown, PLLC. 
JOHN H. GRAHAM of Marion, Vcl., passed the Vrrginia bar in July 
1999. 
SANDY BAGGETT of Long Island, N.Y., has become Assistant LAURA A. STEEL of Kingsport, Tenn., has joined the finn of 
District Attorney in the Bronx District Attorney's office. Hunter, Smith & Davis, LLP. 
MEERA BALLAL has joined the Nashville firm of Miller & Mar­
tin and Trabue, LLP as an associate practicing in the area oflitiga­
tion. 
PAIGE ABERNATHY HILL has joined the Nashville firm of 
Class of2000 
TIFFANY A. DUNN has joined the Nashville frrm of Sherrard & 
Roe, PLC as an associate practicing in the areas of transactional 
and corporate law. 
Miller & Martin LLP as an associate practicing in the areas of la- Mary Gillum of Oak Ridge has been named a Fellow in the Field 
bor and employment law. by the National Association of Public Interest Lawyers. She works 
MATHEW THORNTON of Memphis and his wife announce the 
birth of their son, Travis Payne Thornton. He was born on Septem-
with Rural Legal Services of Tennessee in Oak Ridge. 
![acu[ty �ws 
The College ofLaw honored 10 members of the law faculty for their 
scoolarship with a book party in October Those oonored included: 
NEIL COHEN-The Law of Probation andFbrole, 2 vols. (West 
Group, 1999); Criminal Procedure: The Ebst-Investigative Process (with 
D. Hall) (l.exis, 2000) with Teachers Manual (West Group, 2000). 
JOSEPH COOK-Criminal Law, 4th ed. (with P. Marcus) (Mat­
thew Bender, 1999); Civil Rights Actions, 7 vols. (withJ. Sobieski) (Mat­
thew Bender, 1996, supplemented biannually). 
TOM DAVIES-"Recovering the Original FowthAmendment," 98 
Michiganl.aw Review 547(1999). 
TOM GALLIGAN-Personal Injwy in Admiralty (with F. Marnist) 
(LexisiBender, 2000). 
AMY HESS-The Law ofTrosts and Trostees, 3rd. ed. (Sections 
61 1-670)(with G. G. BogertandG.T. Bogert)(WestGroup, 1999). 
JERRY PIDLLIPS- Torts Casebook (with F. Vcmdall and F. 
Marnist) (Lexis, 1997); Products liability in a Nutshell, 5th ed. (West 
Group, 1998); Products Liability(with R Plyor) {Lexis, 1999); No-Fault 
Auto Insurance (with N. Terry)(GeorgetOMl University Press, 2000). 
ROBER!' PRYOR-Products Liability (with J. Phillips) (Lexis, 
1999) 
GLENN REYNOLDS-The Appearance of Impropriety: How the 
Ethics Wars have undenninedAmerican Government, BuW!ess and Society 
(Free Press, 1997); Outer Space: Problems ofLaw and ltJlicy, 2nd ed. 
(Westview Press, 1998); "Instilling Ethics" (chapter) (edited by N. Th­
ompson� 
JOHN SOBIESKI-Civil Rights Actions, 7 vols. (with J. Cook) 
(Matthew Ben� 1996, suwlemented biannually). 
PAULZWIER-&pertRules (withD.Malone) (NITA, 1999);Ef 
fective &pert Testimony(with D. Malone) (NITA, 2000); Fact Investiga­
tion: Interviewing, Case Analysis and Counseling/or Ef ective 
Representation (with A. Bocchioo) (NITA, 2000). 
The Southeastern Black Law Student'sAssociation held i1s annual 
academic retreat Oct 28 in Nashville at the Legislative Plaza. UT Law 
student Angela Hopson organized the retreat, which included speakers 
on law and oon-law topiCs including entertainment law, public seiVice, 
and investments. Prof. Penny White addressed the group on the topic of 
"Doing Well while Doing Good:' The retreat culminated in comments by 
JusticeAdolpho Birch, Jt, and a reception in his oonot 
In October, Prof. Dwight Aarons was one of four discussants at 
''African-Americans and Politics: The Impact of the 2000 Election," 
which was sponsored by the Black Graduate and Professional Student 
Association. The event was held in the Hodges Library Auditoriwn. 
Prof. Dwight Aarons and Prof. Otis Stephens have been elected to 
the University ofTennessee, Knoxville's Executive Committee of the 
American Association ofUniversity Professors (AAUP).AAUP is ana­
tional organization whose membership is open to college and university 
fucu1ty members, administrators, graduate students, and the general pub­
lic. Founded in 191 5,AAUP defends academic freedom and tenure, advo-
-� � 
UT Prof. Dean Rivkin 
national project director 
Prof. Dean Rivkin is the national project director for theAALS 
Equal Justice Colloquia lhat will be held at 19 sites nationwi� dur­
ing the 2000-01 academic year. The Colloquia will bring together 
law sclxx>l faculty and nrmbers of the equal justice community to 
explore the general theme of the project, "Pursuing Equal Justice: 
Law Sclxx>ls and the Provision of Legal Services." 
The University ofTennessee College ofLaw hosted one of the 
Colloquia0ct. 12-13 in Knoxville. The overall goal of the Collo­
quium is to move beyond the informal relationships that exist be­
tween law schools and the equal justice community towards more 
structured collalx>ration. 
The Colloquia were resigned forfuculty, administrators, librar­
ians, and law students who wish to enhance their teaching, scholar­
ship, and service by becoming involved in issues of equal justice in 
their communities, states, and regions. Legal services lawyers, pub­
lic �fenders, public interest lawyers, civil rights lawyers, pro bono 
lawyers, and <tlx:rs iiM>lved in providing legal representation to the 
poor am undersetved are also encouraged to attend 
cates collegial governance, and �velops policies ensuring due process in 
the university setting. Prof. Aarons is serving a two-year tenn, while Prof. 
Stevens is serving a one-yeartenn. 
Prof. Fran Ansley wrote a chapter in a book that was recently named 
the winner of the Ippy Indepen<k:nt BookPublishersAward in the cat­
egmy of women's issues. Prof. Ansley's chapter was entitled "Putting the 
Pieces Together: Tennessee Women Find the Global Economy in Their 
Own Backyards" and appears in ffbmen Working the NA.FTA Rxxl Chain: 






Pro£ Neil Cohen spent the summer completing two books. The sec­
ond edition of Criminal Procedure: The Post-Investigative Process (with 
Pro£ Don Hall ofVcmderbilt Law School) was published in late August by 
Lexis. This book is used as the course book in law schools across the coun­
try. The fourth edition of The Tennessee Law ofEvidence (with Prof. Sa­
rnh Sheppeard and Prof. Don Paine) was published during in the fall. 
Pro£ Cohen also received a joint appointment as a Professor ofPreventive 
Medicine with the University oiTennessee College ofMedicine in Mem­
phis. He will be engaged in research with faculty in the medical school. 
In October, Prof. Judy Cornett, one of the e<rchairs, presented the 
final Report of the Connnittee to hnplement the Recommendations of the 
Racial and Ethnic Fairness Connnission and the Gender Fairness Commis­
sion to the Tennessee Supreme Court. The report is the culmination of two 
years work and is part of the Tennessee Supreme Court's effort to study 
and address racial, ethnic and gender fairness issues in the state court sys­
tem Pro£ Dwight Aarons, who served as Chair of the Data Collection 
Subcommittee,alsoattendedthepresentation. Eventually,thereportwill 
be available on the Tennessee Supreme Court's web site. 
Pro£ 'Ibm Davies was featured prominently in an article on the 
FourthAmendmentthat was published in the Oct. 9 issue of the National 
Law Journal. The article, which began on page one, was under the headline 
"Fourth Amend. Focus of Justices?' In the piece, Prof. Davies says the 
debate over the exclusionary rule's scope is over because ''it's so full of 
holes?' 
Former Associate Dean Mary Jo Hoover recently received the 
Dorothy B. StulbergAward from Rural Legal Services oiTennessee. The 
award recognizes the Pro Bono Attorney of the Year. Hoover has worked 
as a volunteer in Rural Legal Services' Oak Ridge office since retiring 
from the UT College ofl.aw in 1997. 
Prof. Deseriee Kennedy was selected to participate in the 2000 Law 
and Society Association Summer Institute on Race and Law which was 
held in July at the Baldy Center for Law and Social Policy, School ofl.aw, 
State University ofNew YOlk, Buffalo. Prof. Kennedy's most recent ar­
ticle, ''Consumer Discrimination and the Limits ofFederal Civil Rights 
Protection,'' will be forthcoming in \bl. 66, No. 2 of the Missouri Law 
Review. 
Pro£ Colleen Medill's article, ''Targeted Pension Reform,'' was pub­
lished as the lead article in the full2000 issue of the Journal of Legisla­
tion. During the summer Prof. Medill spoke on ERISA issues of current 
interest at two conferences. She presented ''Preventive Medicine for Em­
ployee Benefit Plans" atthe EighthAnnual Meeting of the Tennessee Cor­
porate Counsel Association. At the Annual Meeting of the Southeastern 
Association ofl.aw Schools, Pro£ Medill was a member of the Thx Policy 
Panel and spoke on ''The Budget Process, Pension Tax Policy Cycles, and 
Equitable Pension Reform?' She was invited to participate in the Em­
ployee Benefit Research Institute Fellows Program, a diverse group of 
interdiscipliruuy scholars and researchers who share a common interest in 
the employee benefits field. Pro£ Medill 's article, "Stock Market \blatil­
ity and 401 (k) Plans," was accepted for publication by the Michigan .Jow­
nal of Law RefomJ. 
Prof. Fran Ansley honored 
by the Carnegie Foundation 
Professor Fran Ansley was chosen 
as a Carnegie Scholar by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching in recognition of her teach­
ing programs that put law students in 
internships with underserved commu­
nities. 
UT Law Dean Thomas Galligan 
said Ansley is widely recognized for 
her style of teaching students while helping the community. 
"We are obviously very happy that Professor Ansley has 
been named a Carnegie Scholar;' Galligan said. "She has a 
national reputation in her field. She is one of the nation's 
leaders in service learning, where students in the courses 
actually do public service as part of the learning process, 
and she has worked closely with the community in that ca­
pacity:• 
Ansley is one of 120 Carnegie scholars chosen since the 
program began in 1995, and UT's first. The program brings 
together outstanding faculty committed to investigating and 
documenting major issues and challenges of teaching their 
fields. 
Ansley will receive a $6,000 stipend and attend a sum­
mer residence program with the Carnegie Foundation. She 
said the award would help her put UT law students together 
with community groups that need their help. 
''We always have a group of students who are really in­
terested in working with disadvantaged communities or 
groups;' Ansley said, "but it is a challenge to find publicly 
or charitably funded positions for lawyers who work with 
people like that. We have more students who would like to 
do it than we are able to place." 
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, founded in 1 905, is an independent institution 
devoted to strengthening teaching and learning in U.S. col­
leges and schools. 
Pro£ Carl Pierce reported the following activities: Panelist, "Modi­
fications to the ABA Model Rules ofProfessional Conduct and Their Air 
plication to Envoronmental Practice;' 29th Annual Conference on 
Environmental Law, American Bar Association Section ofEnvironment, 
Energy & Resourses, (Keystone, Colo., March 12, 2000); Panelist, 
''CHAOS OOICOM:A Symposium on the Regulation oiTechnology­
Based Law Firm Client Developmen�' American Bar Association Com­
mission on Responsibility in Client Developmen� (San Francisco, Cali£, 
April l5, 2000); Corporate Counsel and Multi-Ethics: Multiple Roles, 
Lawyers Working in Firms and Teams, Multi-Jurisdictional 
Practice, and Multi-Disciplinary Prnctice:' 8thAnnual Cmpomte Counsel 
Institute, Tennessee Chapter of the American Cmpomte Counsel Associa­
tion and the Oayton Center for Entrepreneurial Law of the University of 
Tennessee College ofl.aw, ( Memphis, May 4, 2000); Panelist, ''Ethics 
Issues in the Representation of a Fiduciary:' 26th National Conference on 
Professional RespollSlbility,Airerican Bar Association Center for Profes­
sional Respoi1Slbility (New Orleans, La., June I ,  2000). 
Prof. Tom Plank had two articles published in June: "Creditors in 
Possession Under the Bankruptcy Code: History, Text, and Polio/,' 59 Md. 
L Rev. 253-351 (2000)and 'The Bankruptcy Trust as a Legal PersoU:' 35 
Wake Forest L. Rev. 251-293 (2000). InAugust, Prof. Plank presented a 
paper, "Bankruptcy, Federalism, and the New Common r.aw:· at the an­
nual meeting of the Southeastern Conference oftheAssociation of Ameri­
can Law Schools at Captiva Island, Fla. Also inAugus� Prof, Plank 
received a fellowship from the National Conference ofBankruptcy Judges 
to cover up to $ 1,680 of travel and registration expenses for attending the 
Conference's annual meeting in Boston in October 2000. 
During the surrnner, Prof. Dean Rivkin accompanied three UT law 
students, Amancio (Tutu) Alicante, Leta Babarestan, and Rebecca 
Kaman, to the University ofWisconsin for an orientation progmm spon­
sored by the University's Land Tenure Center, an interdisciplinary center 
that involves substantial Law School involvement. Prof. Fran Ansley's 
work with several Wisconsin fuculty led to this opportunity for our stu­
dents. They are among eight selected nationwide to be summer extems in 
the Center's North American Program. Tutu spent the summer in south 
Texas working on issues in the colonias. He was supervised by attorneys 
with Texas Rum! Legal Assistance. Leta and Becky worked with Kentuck­
ians for the Commonwealth in east Kentucky. They were supervised by an 
outstanding public interest lawyer who practices in Lexington, Ky. (arxl a 
former colleague ofProf. Rivkin's atAppalachian Research & Defense 
Fund). Prof. Rivkin gave a presentation on" Land and Environmental 
Issues inAw!-lachia" From Madison, Prof. Rivkin tmveled to the Univer­
sity ofMaryland Law SchooL where he made a presentation at a confer­
ence called "Community Oriented Lawyering and Legal Strategies: 
Emerging and Essential Skills:' His presentation was on ''Teaching Com­
munity Lawyers: Knowledge, Skills, and Valoos:' The conference included 
academics, practitioners, and representatives from neighborhood organi­
zations. 
Prof. Glenn Reynolds' article ''Lower Court Readings of Lopez: 
What If the Supreme Court Held a Constitutional Revolution and Nobody 
Carne?" (coauthored with Bmnnon Denning) was published in the Jfucon­
sinlaw Review. Thecitationis2000 Jfuc. L. Rev.369. Also, his article 
'The Evolving Police Power: Some Observations for a New Centwy" 
(coauthored with Dave Kopel) has been accepted for publication by the 
Hastings Constitutional Law Quarterly. In addition, he wrote, "Waves of 
Grain;' which was recorded by the Nebraska Guitar Militia and reached 
#5 on the alternative country charts on MP3.com. Prof. Reynolds ap­
peared on the Fox News Channel's ''O'Reilly Factor'' Sept. 14, talking 
about the Wen Ho Lee case and about the Gore fimdmising memo investi­
gation. Prof. Reynolds was quoted in the Oct. 19 issue ofThe New York 
Tnnes in a story by Carl S. Kaplan regarding a state's right to regulate the 
Profs. Penny White, Otis Stephens, and Joan Heminway 
UT welcomes new faculty 
The UT College ofLawwelcoired three new fucultymembers 
at the start of the 2()()()..() 1 acacbnic year: 
Two of the new faculty reaffirmed previous ties with the Col­
lege, while the third moved to Knoxville after 15 years of COlp)rate 
pmctice experience in the northeast. 
Dt: Otis H. Stephens, aUT Alumni Distinguished Service Pro­
fessor of Political Science, moved across campus to the College of 
Law where he became Resident Scholar ofConstitutiooal Law. Dr. 
Stephens, a member ofUT's political science fuculty since 1967, 
has authored or co-authored five books on the U.S. Constitution 
and has published numerous articles, book reviews, and profes­
sional papers. During his distinguished career in academia he has 
taught at the Harvard Law SchooL Johns HOpkins University, and 
Georgia Southern College. 
Penny J. White, a fonnerTennessee SUJm11e Court Justice and 
adjunct instructor at the UT College ofLaw, retmned to Knoxville 
after serving as a visiting professor at Washington and Lee Univer­
sity, West VIrginia University, and Denver University. Prof. White 
was a circuit court judge for the First Judicial District ofTennessee 
andasaCourtofCriminalAwealsjudgespriortobeingnamedto 
the Tennessee Supreme Court in 1994. She was anadjuoctinstruc­
tor at UT from 1987 to 1997. 
Joan MacLeod �eminwaywasamember of the Boston office of 
the finn ofSka�Arps, Slate, Meagher &Flom LLP from 1985 
through 2000 working in the areas of public offerings, private 
placements, mergers, acquisitions, dispositions, and restructurings. 
Prof. Heminway has also represented clients pro bono in political 
asylum applications, landlord/tenant appeals, social security/dis­
ability cases, and not-for-profit incorporations and related corpo­
rate law issues. She was honored on four occasions for her pro booo 
work with the Politica!Asylumllmmigration Representation 
Project in Boston. 
sales of items via the internet. This piece deals with a suit by Brown and 
Williamson Corporation against the State ofNew York. 
Prof. Barbara Stark had the following articles published: "Women 
and Globalization: The Failure and Postmodem Possibilities oflnterna-
.... 
tional Law;' 33 Vand. J. Transn 'I L. 503-71 (2000Xlead article); "Bottom 
Line Feminist Theory: The Dream of a Common Language;' 23 Harv. 
Women s L. J. 227 46 (2000); and ''International Human Rights Law, 
Feminist Jurisprudence and Nietzsche's Eternal Return: Turning the 
Wheel, inFeministApproaches to Social Movements;' Community and 
lbwer 12446(Robin Teske & Mary Ann Tetreault eds. 2000). Prof. Starlc 
was an invited participant in a week-longtraining seminar on Humanitar­
ian Law at the Graduate Institute oflnternational Studies in Geneva in 
early August Law teachers from28 countries participated in the program, 
which included lectures by the former judge of the International Criminal 
Tribunal for Yugoslavia and a drafter of the ICC. Prof. Starlc was the only 
American representative. In addition, Prof. Starlc presented a paper on 
"Domestic Violence and International Law: Good-Bye Earl (Hans, Pedro, 
Gen, Chou, etc.)" at Loyola Law School in October as part of a sympo­
sium entitled "Domestic Violence Across the Curriculum." Three ofher 
recent works have been published as book chapters: ''The International 
Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights as Resource for 
Women'' from Women and International Human Rights, \bl. 2 (Kelly D. 
Askin and Dorean M. Koenig, 2000); ''The U.S. Ratification of the Other 
. Half of the International Bill ofRights;' from The United States and Hu­
man Rights: Looking Inwanl and Outwarrl (David B. Forsythe ed., 2000); 
and "International Human Rights Law, Feminist Jurisprudence, and 
Nietzsche's 'Eternal Return,"' fromFeministApproaches to Social Move­
ments, Community, andlbwer, \bl. l (RobinL. Teske and Mary Ann 
Tetreault eds, 2000). 
Prof. Greg Stein's article, "Who Gets the Takings Claim? Changes in 
I..andUseLaw,Pre-Enactme:ntOMlers,andPost-EnactmentBuyers;'was 
published last summer in the Ohio State Law Journal. The article ad­
dresses the question of whether a landowner can bring a regulatory tak­
ings claim ifhe knew that his land was subject to use restrictions when he 
bought it Prof. Stein spoke at the ABA Annual Meeting in New York in 
July. The discussion was entitled "Is There Any Recourse Against Nonre­
course Financing? The Scope of the Borrower's Liability in a Nonre­
course Real Estate Loan?' His article on this topic also was included in the 
ABP:s program materials for the meeting. Prof. Stein's article, "When 
Can A Nonrecourse Lender Reach the PersonalAssets of its Bonuwer?;' 
was accepted for publication by ''The Practical Real Estate Lawyer'' It is 
scheduled to appear in the spring of2001. Prof. Stein was promoted to 
full professor in August. 
Dr. Otis Stephens presented a session on "Legal Questions About the 
ADA" during a daylongprogram entitled '�ricans With Disabilities 
Act: How Does It Affect You?" that was held at the University Center in 
October The program was sponsored by UT Disability Monitors. 
Prof. Steve Thorpe presented a lecture on research in the United 
States to students, a faculty member, and the library director at Free Uni­
versity in Berlin, Germany in September. He also consulted with the li­
brary director on the university's U.S. law collection. 
An essay by Writing Specialist Penny Tschantz is included in a 
new book, Breathing the Same Air-an East Tennessee Anthology, pub­
lished by the Knoxville Writers' Guild Prof. Tschantz wrote a profile of 
two local artists, Margaret Scanlan and Cynthia Markert. 
Profs. Penny White and Ann Barker attended the Fall Leadership 
meeting of the American Bar Association Litigation Section in October in 
Toronto, Canada. Adjunct professor Balker serves as �hair of the Mem­
bership Committee for the section and also serves on the Federal Fast 
Track Task Force. Prof. White serves as �hair of the Training the Advo­
cate Committee and �hair of the Task Force on Expanding Legal Ser­
vices. The meeting consisted of substantive sessions on the future of the 
legal profession as well as planning sessions for the Section's upcoming 
programs. 
Prof. Paul Zwier lectured at Strauss Institute for Dispute Resolution 
in Malibu, Calif., May 30-June 10. He was also a Team Leader for NITA's 
Advanced Trial Advocacy Program in Broomfield, Colo., and then Co­
Program Director for NITA's two week National Trial Advocacy Program 
at the University of Colorado Law School. Prof. Zwier had two books 
published, Effective Expert Testimony, (NITA 2000) with Malone; and 
Fact bwestigation: Interviewing Case Analysis, and CoiUISeling (NITA 
2000) with Bocchino. 
Law Review Fund established 
to honor Micki Fox's service 
Over the years the name Micki Fox has become synony­
mous with the Tennessee Law Review. Micki has been Busi­
ness Manager of the Law Review since 1971  and, in 
recognition of her 30th year of ser­
vice, the College of Law has estab­
lished the Micki C. Fox Tennessee 
Law Review Trust Fund. 
Dean Tom Galligan said earn­
ings from the fund will be used 
solely for the benefit of the Tennes­
see Law Review and its members. 
The Review is a charitable organi­
zation and gifts will deductible for 
income tax purposes. 
"Micki has been, and will con­
MickiFox tinue to be, an irreplaceable asset to 
the Tennessee Law Review:· Dean Galligan said "We can 
think of no finer honor to her and the Tennessee Law Re­
view than the establishment of this fund!' 
If you would like to make a contribution to the fund, 
please make your check payable to the Micki C. Fox Ten­
nessee Law Review Trust Fund and mail it to Micki C. Fox 
Tennessee Law Review Trust Fund, UT College of Law, 
1505 West Cumberland Avenue, Knoxville, TN 37996-
18 10. If you have questions please call (865) 974-4464. 
.... 
Walter W. Bussart 
Professors named 
Jerry J. Phillips and Joseph H. King have been named co-holders of the 
first Walter W. Bussart Professorship at the UT College of Law. 
The new professorship is funded by a gift from Walter W. Bussart '66 of 
Lewislmg, Tenn. TheBussartProfessor(s) ofLawwill be selected annually 
by the Dean of the College in consultation with Bussart. 
Bussart, partner in the Lewislmg finn ofBussart & Medley, established 
the professorship to maintain, promote and strengthen the tort system in 
American jurisprudence. He is particularly interested in promoting excel­
lence in advocacy, faithful adherence to ethical standards, and the adversary 
system. 
Since nx:eiving a law degree from UT in 1966, Bussart has been a loyal 
alumnus of the College, having served as a member oftheAlumniAdvisory 
Council and Dean's Circle for many years. 
Upon graduation from law school Bussart became a clerlc with the Ten­
nessee Supreme Comt and also joined the Tennessee Army National Guard. 
He later attended the Tennessee Military Academy where he was awarded 
the Erickson Trophy as the outstanding graduate ofhis 1968 class. He served 
as a State Staff Judge Advocate and rose to the rank of Colonel, retiring in 
October 1998. 
Bussart was elected as judge of the General Sessions, Juvenile and Pro­
bateCourtsofMarshall County in 1974 and served thereuntil his election to 
the State House of Representatives in 1978. He has been selected as a Fellow 
in the American College ofTrial Lawyers and is Board Certified in Civil 
Trial Advocacy by the National Board ofT rial Advocacy. He served on the 
Board of Governors of the Tennessee Bar Association for 1 2  years and also 
served as a Special Judge on the Tennessee Comt of Appeals. 
Professor King has been widely published and is a frequent lecturer on 
medical issues. His research interests include torts matters, especially relat-
WaJterW. Bussart Jerry J. Phillips Joseph H. King 
ing to the standard of care and causation; medical malpractice; worker's 
compensation; and social security disability. He is the author of The Law of 
Medical Malpractice in a Nutshell and his writings have been published in 
the Wake Forest, Oklahoma, Baylor, Houston, Tennessee, Ohio State, 
Vanderbilt, and University of Pennsylvania law reviews and the Yale and 
Duke Law Journals. 
Professor King has lectured frequently to health care providers and to 
veterinarians on professional liability. A member of the UT faculty since 
1 973, he has twice received the Harold C. Warner Outstanding Teacher 
Award, has received theW. Allen Separk Outstanding teacher Award, and 
has also been honored with the CardenAward for Outstanding Service and 
the Carden Award for Outstanding Scholarship. 
Professor Phillips is internationally renown in the area of products li­
ability. He is the author of several books on the subject, including Products 
liability: Cases and Materials,Products Liability in a Nutshell, and a 3-vol­
ume treatise on products liability. He is also the author of a casebook on 
torts. Professor Phillips is consulted nationally and internationally. He has 
written numerous articles on constitutional law, law and literature, evi­
dence, and torts. 
A member of the UT faculty since 1967, Professor Phillips was named 
the W.P. Toms Professor in 1980. He was the recipient of a Carden Fell ow­
ship and received the Mellon Family Award. 
Davies is Stewart Faculty Scholar for '00-0 1 
Thomas Y Davies has been named the Elmer L. Stew.ntFaculty Scoolar 
at the UT College ofl.aw for 2()()()..{) l .  
The Faculty Scholar Fund was established by a gift from the late Elmer 
L. Stewart '26 ofLexington, Tenn. Mr. Stewart 
died in October 2000. 
The Stewart Faculty Fund is used to support 
UT law faculty members whether they be full­
time, adjunct or visiting faculty. 
Mr. Stewart was believed to be Tennessee's 
oldestpracticingattomeywhenheretiredin 1999. 
Throughout his career, which began in 1926 in his 
hometown ofLexington, he practiced with an 
easygoing but thorough manner that mirrored his 
Thomas Y. Davies personality. The early part ofhis career was spent 
handling criminal cases. The majority ofhis cases since the 1950s, however, 
were civil. 
Professor Davies's special area of expertise is search and seizure law and 
the related exclusionary rule. His research on the effects of the exclusionary 
rule has been discussed in several U.S. Supreme Court opinions as well as a 
nmnber of slate supreme court opinions. He has appeared as counsel in two 
Supreme Court searchaJSesallihasalso been a witness before the U.S. Sen­
ate Judiciary Committee on proposed legislation relating to exclusion. 
Articles by Professor Davies have been published in the American Bar 
Rnouiation Research Journal, the .Justice System Journal, the Michigan Law 
Review, and the Tennessee Law Review. Before joining the UT faculty in 
1986, Professor Davies practiced law as a corporate litigator in the Chicago 
office of Kirkland & Ellis and was also a researcher at the American Bar 
Foundation. 
Professor Davies received the UT College of Law's Marilyn V. 
Yalbrough Faculty Award for Writing Excellence in 2000. 
• 
Alumnus Lindsay Young 
provides gift for second 
UT law professorship 
Robert M. Lloyd is the recipient of a second Lindsay Yotmg 
Professorship that has been established at the UT College ofLaw. 
The professorship is funded by a gift 
from Knoxville attorney Lindsay Y01mg 
'35. 
This Lindsay Young Professorship 
will be awarded to a current faculty 
member who possesses a proven teach­
ing and research record in areas which 
complement the priorities of the UT 
College ofLaw and who currently con­
tributes significantly to the College. 
Mr. Young grew up in the shadow of 
Robert M. IJoyd UT and after graduating from 
Knoxville's West High School entered 
the University in 1930. He and twin brother Robert switched to law 
after just two yearsandbothreceived their degrees in 1935. 
Mr. Young was an associate of the late Knoxville businessman 
B. Ray Thompson and also represented several coal companies in 
East Tennessee, East Kentucky and Southwest Vrrginia during his 
career. Over the years he has provided gifts toUT which have al­
lowed the establishment of eight faculty professorships in the Col­
lege and Arts and Sciences, one in the College ofVeterinary 
Medicine, and now two in the College ofLaw. 
Professor Lloyd came to the UT College ofLaw in 1983 after a 
successful career in commercial law with the Los Angeles finn of 
Shep{md, Mullin, Richter & Hampton. Hebe� to develop UT's 
new concentration in business transactions and seiVedas the first 
director of the college's Center for Entrepreneurial Law. Professor 
Lloyd is the author of Secured 'lhmsactions and bas had mnnerous 
articles on commercial lending transactions published. 
Since joining the UT faculty Professor Lloyd has twice been 
honored with the Student Bar Association's Outstanding Teaching 
Award and the Harold C. Warner Outstanding Teacher Award In 
1996 he received the UTK National Alumni Outstanding Teacher 
Award Professor Lloyd has also received the Carden Faculty 
Scholarship Award and is a Fellow of the American College of 
Commercial Finance Lawyers. 
John L. Sobieski, It, the College's associate� for academic 
affairs, was named the first Lindsay Young Professor in 1986. 
James Brown Tom Eikenberry Ella Sims 
UT law students participate in 
Cambridge summer program 
Three UT law students are back on campus after spending six weeks in 
England last swmner studying at Cambridge Univen;ity. 
James Brown, Tom Eikenberry and Ella Sims were the fustthree UTlaw 
students to participate in the fully-accredited summer international pro­
gram at Downing College of Cambridge University. The program was 
jointly sponsored by Downing College and the University of Mississippi 
law school with the Universities ofTennessee andArlamsas as affiliates. The 
program ran July 2 throughAug. 10. 
"It was a wonderful opportunity to see the law from a global perspec­
tive;' said Eikenberry, a joint JD/MBA student. "We had some of the most 
respected professors in the world and it was great to listen to their views and 
comments on international law:' 
Eikenberry took two courses in England, International Law and Interna­
tional Commercial Litigation. 
Sims also took two courses, Legal History and Comparative Law. 
"It was an excellent opportunity to travel and to experience other cul­
tures;' she said. "It was especially interesting to study the court systems of 
other cowrtries such as England and France. We were able to visit many of 
the English courts:' 
UT Prof. Joseph Cook was a member of the international faculty that 
included professors from Mississippi andArkansas and two Ounbridge Fel­
lows. Prof. Cook taught "Political Liberalism: The Evolution of John 
Rawls'Theory ofJustice:' 
"The program affords an exceptional opportunity for our students;' 
Prof. Cook said ''They may earn academic credit for courses unavailable at 
home, some taught by memben; of the Cambridge faculty. Moreover, six 
weeks' living in a medieval university town, and the opportunity to venture 
beyond its boundaries, is a lmique enriching experience for both students 
and faculty.'  
"I'm pleased our students had an owortunityto participlte in this year's 
program and hope we can continue to provide this or similar educational 
and intellectual experiences to our students;' said UT Law Dean Tom 
Galligan 
Prof. Cook plans to return next summer to teach the same course. He will 
be joined by UT law colleague Pat Hardin, who will teach a course in em­
ployment discrimination 
The dates for this year's program are July I through Aug. 9. 
.... 
UT College of Law 
is national leader 
in on-line education 
By Professor Bob Lloyd 
This summer the College of Law broke new ground in legal 
education. Using computer-based materials and on-line classes, 
we taught a two credit-hour course in commercial law without 
face-to-face class meetings. Students learned the Uniform Com­
mercial Code by interacting with web sites and with CD-ROM­
based programs. They attended classes from their homes by 
participating in on-line discussions. The ABA gave us special 
one-time authorization to conduct the course this way, and as far 
as we have been able to determine, this is the first time an accred­
ited law school has taught a course like this. 
The course was a survey of commercial law intended prima­
rily for students (especially those in the advocacy concentration) 
who did not plan to practice business law and who did not have 
room in their schedules for the standard four -hour commercial 
law course. 
The course covered primarily Articles 9 (secured transactions) 
and 3 (commercial paper) of the UCC. For the secured transac­
tions portion of the course, we used primarily a set of materials 
developed by Prof. Lissa Broome of the University ofNorth 
Carolina and published by the Center for Computer-Assisted Le­
gal Instruction (CALI). Professor Broome's materials cover each 
rule of the law of secured transactions by first giving the student 
a textual explanation of the rule and reinforcing this with two or 
more examples of the application of the rule in a real-world trans­
action. This is followed with a series of multiple choice questions 
to make sure the student has understood the rule. After a student 
has completed all of Professor Broome's materials, she has a 
solid basic understanding of secured transactions. Students had 
the option of accessing the materials from the CALI web site, 
running them in the College ofLaw's computer lab, where they 
are installed on the network, or purchasing them on a CD-ROM 
from CALI. 
The students were also required to complete several com­
puter-based exercises that I had developed for CALI. These exer­
cises covered specific aspects of secured transactions in more 
depth. They required the students not only to understand the 
basic concepts, but also to dig into the statutory language. 
Through the use of the these exercises, the course not only gave 
the students a basic understanding of the UCC, but it also 
strengthened their skills in statutory analysis. These exercises 
were also available through the Internet, through CALI, or at the 
computer lab. 
For the commercial paper part of the course, we used a series 
of exercises that I developed and posted on the College ofLaw's 
web site. These exercises, like Professor Broome's, combine tex­
tual explanations with interactive learning through multiple­
choice questions. They have the additional feature that, like a 
Socratic professor, the computer asks follow-up questions to ex­
plore the reasoning behind the student's answer. While some stu­
dent answers elicit immediate feedback explaining why the 
answer was right or wrong, others prompt a response asking the 
student why she chose that particular answer. This type of ques­
tion has a number ofbenefits. First, and most obvious, it enables 
the computer to give the student focused feedback to correct the 
misapprehension that caused the wrong answer, rather than 
merely giving a general explanation, most of which deals with 
things the student already knew. Second, this type of question 
actively engages the student. She is made to feel that the program 
is being tailored to her needs, rather being a one- size-fits-all ex­
ercise. Third, the delayed feedback aids retention. Tests have 
shown that when students are required to think about their re­
sponse, rather than merely being told immediately whether it was 
correct, they are more likely to remember the material for a long 
time. Fourth, this type of question allows students who are learn­
ing the material easily to move through it quickly, while giving 
those who are having trouble the repetition they need. Finally, it 
discourages the student from answering without thinking in order 
to move through the lesson quickly. 
For readers who would like to brush up on commercial paper 
or just sample the teaching materials that we used, they are avail­
able on the College ofLaw's web site: 
Introduction to Commercial Paper at 
http:/ www.law.utk.edu/cle!intro/index.htm 








Becoming a holder in due course at 
http:/ /www.law.utk.edu/cle/hdc/index.htm 
Rights of a holder in due course at 
htW:/Iwww.law.utk.edu/cle/ri�hts/index.htm 
A similar lesson, which was not used in the on-line course 
(although it was used in the four-hour classroom course taught in 
the spring), has been approved for one hour CLE credit in Ten­
nessee. It is an introduction to the law ofletters of credit and it is 
available at 
http://www.law.utk.edu/cle/letcred/index.htm 
Access to the course is free. There is a $20 fee if you wish to 
receive CLE credit. 
While the computer-based exercises were the primary teach­
ing vehicle, we also had virtual classes in which we all met in an 
on-line chat room at a designated time. A few days before each 
of these classes I e-mailed the students one or more problems 
which they were to be prepared to discuss on line in our class. 
The students found the on-line classes very helpful. Seeing my 
questions, their fellow students' answers, and my responses on 
the screen was an interesting change from the normal classroom 
format. As an additional bonus, the software we used made it 
possible for each student to download and print a transcript of 
the entire class for later study. 
The students took advantage of the on-line classes to ask 
questions about things that had come up as they went through the 
computer-based exercises. Although I encouraged students to e­
mail their questions to me as they were studying and I was usu­
ally able to give fairly fast responses to their questions, they 
tended to save their questions for the on-line classes. I think that 
this showed there was a good rapport within the class, as students 
were willing to ask their questions in front of their classmates (in 
the virtual sense) rather than doing it in the privacy of a personal 
e-mail exchange. 
The final exam in the course was a traditional, old-economy 
law school exam in which the students came to the law school 
building, sat in a classroom, and filled bluebooks with handwrit­
ten answers to essay questions. The quality of the answers was 
excellent, and it verified my belief that computer-based lessons 
are a very effective way to teach some kinds oflegal materials. 
In the long term, we hope to build on the success of this 
course by offering a number of similar courses and allowing stu­
dents at other law schools to enroll in them. Our immediate plan 
is to seek ABA approval to offer the commercial law course again 
next summer with some improvements suggested by last 
summer's experiences. Last summer we limited the course to 
students who would be living in the Knoxville area so that if we 
had technical problems we could supplement the course with live 
classes. We now have enough confidence in the technology that 
we don't think we need that fallback, so we plan to make the 
course available to students who are traveling and those who are 
studying or clerking in other cities. 
I'd be interested in getting alums' thoughts on this new direc­
tion in legal education. If you have opinions or questions please 
write me or call me at 865/974-6840). 
UT College of Law offers 
CLE program on New Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure 
As a result of the generosity of the founders of the University of 
Tennessee College ofl.aw Center for Advocacy and Dispute Reso­
lution, the Center will bring to the College of Law each year anum­
ber of distinguished visiting scholars, to teach, speak, and write on 
topics ofimportaoo: to better advocacy aiXi dispute resolution. The 
inaugural program is entitled, ''The New Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure: How Will They Affect Litigation Strategy and Tactics?'' 
On December 1, 2000 a number of new federal rules of civil 
procedure went into effect that affect voluntary discovery obliga­
tions, the grounds for obtaining additional discovery, service of 
process, jurisdiction, venue, mass torts, and ethics and privilege ol:r 
ligations. Congress's latest attempts to try to standardize proce­
dures that will balance discovery demands against the costs of 
fairly resolving disputes once again shifts the field upon which 
litigators play. Professors Tom Rowe (Duke), Linda Mullinex 
(Texas),JohnOakley(CalDavis),aiXiMorganOoud(Fmocy)will 
discuss the changes that have been made and their likely effect on 
litigation and the fair resolution of disputes. 
Each scholar will teach two classes in an advanced seminar in 
civil procedure, write a law review article for a symposium issue of 
the Tennessee JAw Review, hold a colloquium for the law faculty, 
and return to speak again (along with two additional distinguished 
panelists) for a day-long law review cosponsored program on 
Man:h 15, 200 l .  The program will also include several lectures to 
the University community. You may read about the topics, dates, 
and times of their public lectures, and the proposed titles of their 
symposium articles on this website: http://www.law.utk.edu/clel 
FedRules.htm. Please mark your calendars for the dates and times 
oftre speakers and topics of particular interest to you and come and 
joinusfortheselectures,andfortheCLEsymposiumonMarch 15, 
2001 .  
The cost of the CLE Seminar on the Federal Rules of Civil Pr<r 
cedure is $200 for attorneys and $50 for academics; the fee includes 
all materials and lunch. 
ToregisterfortheCLEsymposiumonMarch 15,2001, visit 





Tennessee Alumni Job Briefs Now On-Line 
Job listings received by Career Services are now available on-line through 
the College's web site at www.law.utk.edu. From this page, click on Ca­
reer Services, then on Tennessee Alumni Job Briefs. You will be prompted 
to enter a user name, which is govols (one word, lower case) and a pass­
word, which is jobs (also lower case). The on-line version offers two im­
portant benefits not available with a paper subscription: listings are 
updated on a weekly basis, and it is free! If you would prefer to subscribe 
by mail, the rate is still $12 for one year. 
Reciprocal Services at Other Law Schools 
Thinking of moving? Need to relocate? Career Services can assist in your 
job search by requesting reciprocal services for you from the career devel­
opment office at a law school in or near your chosen city. Services avail­
able typically include eligibility to subscribe to employment opportunity 
newsletters, as well as the opportunity to meet with office staff to discuss 
local opportunities. Each law school has its own reciprocity policy-and 
some are more restrictive than others-so it's best to allow adequate time 
to inquire before you plan a trip to the area 
NEWS FOR EMPLOYERS 
Let Career Services Assist with All ofYour 2001 Hiring Needs 
Whether you seek an experienced attorney, an entry-level associate or a 
law clerk, we can help you find the person you need. We also can help you 
fmd someone for temporary or single project assistance. Consider the 
following services: 
• Tennessee Alumni Job Briefs-Contact us with your job listing by 
phone, fax, e-mail or mail and at no charge, your notice will be posted on 
our web page. Alumni seeking lateral moves or students seeking 
clerkships can contact you directly, or we will collect resumes for you and 
mail them in one convenient packet. 
• Ort-Campus Interviewing-Recruiting dates fur spring semester 200 I 
are Monday, February 12 through Friday, April 27; full semester inter­
views will begin on Friday, September 14. Resumes will be fmwarded to 
you for prescreening before your on-campus date so that you may select 
only those students you believe will fit your hiring needs. 
• Videotapedlnterviews - lfyourschedule willnotpermitanon-wnpus 
visit, we will be happy to arrange videotaped interviews of the candidates 
you select through resume prescreening. Simply send us your list of inter­
view questions and watch the videotaped responses at your hiring 
committee's convenience. 
Job Fairs Are A Great Place to Interview 
Off-campus job conferences are a great way to meet students from law 
schools across the nation. Features typically include: total resume 
prescreening; scheduling flexibility over two full or partial days; and 
interviewing accommodations in suite hotels. The College ofLaw partici-
pates in the following job fairs and would be happy to send you more 
information about any of them. 
• The Southeastern Law Placement Consortium holds an annual recruiting 
conference inAtlanta The 200 I event is scheduled for Friday, September 
2 1  and Saturday, September 22, with an employer registration deadline in 
late March. The oldest of the off-campus lawyer interviewing programs, 
the Southeastern attracts many national employers. Second and third-year 
students are eligible to participate, as are alumni completing a judicial 
clerkship. Sponsoring law schools include: University of Alabama; 
Cumberland, Samford University; Emory University; University of 
Florida; University of Georgia; University of Kentucky; University of 
Memphis; University ofMiarni; University of South Carolina; University 
ofTennessee; Washington and Lee University; and William & Mary. 
• The Southeastern Minority Job Fair is also held in Atlanta. The 200 I 
event will take place on Friday, August I 0 and Saturday, August 1 1, with 
an employer registration deadline in early May. More than 100 employers 
frornacross the nation and approximately 600 second- and third-year 
students participate. Forty Southeastern law schools, including The Uni­
versity ofTennessee, sponsor this event 
• The National Association for Public Interest Law (NAPIL) Career Infor­
mation Fair focuses on opportunities with government agencies, legal 
services offices, civil rights organizations, conswner and environmental 
advocates, and other representatives of the public interest community. The 
format for this event, usually held in early November in Washington, 
D.C., is divided between information tables and actual job interviews. 
Second- and third-year students from all NAPIL member schools are 
eligible to participate. 
• The Patent Law Interview Program gives second- and third-year law 
students with engineering or science-related degrees the opportunity to 
interview with employers practicing in the area of intellectual property. It 
is held in Chicago in early August and is sponsored by the Loyola Univer­
sity School ofLaw. 
Career Services Staff 
Karen Britton, Director- britton@libralaw.utk.edu 
Kay Brown, Advisor - brown@libra.law.utk.edu 






Admissions, Financial Aid, 
and Career Planning - Partners 
in the pipeline of new attorneys 
By Karen R. Britton 
Director, Admissions, Financia!Aidand Career Services 
The 2000 New Year brought in a new century, and with it a new group 
of individuals who are considering law as a career. The transition from 
admitted candidate to career -minded first-year law student takes place in a 
few short months. As these individuals become candidates for admission 
to law schools, we can make some educated projections of what legal em­
ployers can expect their new attorneys to be like in the next few years. A 
reliable crystal ball would be useful for articles such as this, but my read­
ing of the tea leaves suggests that employers will see the following: 
More women than men applying for clerkships and �te posi­
tions. More women than men applied for law schools nationwide, and at 
Tennessee, in 1999-2000. Our 2000 entering class was 51% female. 
IDgh undergraduate grade point averages from many students. The 
median undergraduate grade point average for our 2000 entering class 
was 3.50. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the entering class had UGPAs of 
3. 74 or highet In addition to making very good grades, our entering stu­
dents have likely been very active on camp�, held jobs while in school, 
and perhaps had a career before they considered law school. (Several 
alumni have said that they are glad they were admitted in a less competi­
tive era than today's admissions environment) 
Selectivity in admissions contributing to greater Oexibility in hiring. 
The College is Law is fortunate to be considered among the more selective 
law schools, admitting an average of35% ofits applicants in the decade of 
the 1990s - a decade in which declining interest in law school attendance 
led to increasing competitiveness for top students. Small differences in 
law school grade point average can separate students who are seemingly 
far apart in class rank. Since the admissions process is extremely selective, 
employers should feel comfortable considering applicants whose UT law 
school class rank places them deeper in the class than the employer might 
have traditionally required The Office of Career Services is glad to pro­
vide employers with information about grade and rank equivalencies to 
facilitate comparison of our students and students graded on different 
scales at other law schools. Our employers tell � that they can go 
"deeper" in our classes and still find the candidates for a summer clerkship 
or an associate position that fit their overall hiring criteria. 
Degrees from highly competitive undergraduate schools. Many of our 
students attended highly regarded and very competitive undergraduate 
schools. The Admissions Committee takes into consideration both diffi­
culty of undergraduate school and of undergraduate major in its admis-
sions decisions. It is not un�ual to see somewhat lower UGPAs in 
these situations . 
More students with increasing debt burdens. Members of the Class of 
2000 reported an average debt burden of$38,831. This amount, while still 
slightly under the national average for graduates of public law schools 
nationwide, may surprise many of our less-than-recent graduates. Atten­
dance at the College ofl.aw was estimated to cost Tennessee residents 
approximately $ 17,000 for the 2000-200 l academic year and approxi­
mately $27,000 for residents of other states. Lack of scholarship support 
remains one of the primary reasons that our admitted candidates accept 
offers of admission from other law schools. 
Graduates for whom law will be a second career. We see an increasing 
number of applicants who are turning to law after successful careers in 
engineering, medicine, business, and education. It is not uncommon to see 
lower grade point averages for students who attended college or another 
professional school some years ago. These students bring valuable life 
experience and perspective to law school and into the workplace. 
More students employed earlier in the recruitment cycles. Our stu­
dents are "in demand" for summer clerkships,judicial clerkships, and 
entry-level attorney positions. 
As of May graduation, 70% of the Class of2000 had accepted employ­
ment. (Final statistics for this class will be available inMarch2001.) Be­
tween 13 - 20 graduates of each ofthe Oasses of 1998, 1999 and 2000 
accepted federal and state judicial clerks hips, in all comers of the United 
States, from Billings, Mont, to St. Thomas, Vrrgin Islands. First-year law 
students are fmding an increasingly favorable employment market for 
paid clerkship positions, although many students remain interested in 
volunteer internships with judges and vario� agencies. The booming 
lateral hiring market is helping to spread the reputation of the University 
ofTennessee College of Law as many of our graduates are relocating. 
More students who have taken advantage of our concentrations in 
Advocacy and Dispute Rfsolution and in Business Transactions and who 
earned the joint J .DJM.B.A. degree. These attractive opportunities are 
appealing to the applicant for admission and create yet another selling 
point for the College ofLaw. 
The College ofLaw's admissions, financial aid and career planning 
personnel work together to meet the changing needs of our constituencies 
- candidates for admission, current students, alumni, and employers. These 
areas have never been more interrelated. Alumni investment in recruit­
ment of admitted candidates, in providing scholarship assistance, and in 
employment of our students and graduates is vital to our continued suc­
cess in each of these areas. 
• 
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!J{onors r.Banquet and Ylwartfs Program, 'J{pvember 12, 1999 
Prof. Don LeatheriiUln (center) receives the Harold C Warner 
Outstanding Teacher Award from John Winemiller and Carol 
Anne Lamons. 
Melainie Cantrell 
(righO receives the 
TennesseeAttomey 
General 'sAward for 
Excellence in Trilll 
Advocacy from 






from James R. 
Cunningham '47 
of Cincinnati. 
Chruty Holmes Dral (left) 
receives the Knoxville 
Auxiliary to the Tennessee 
Bar Association Award 
from Maureen Bosch. 
Ca"ie Archer 




Award from Dean 
Tom Galligan. 
Prof. Tom Pkmk (righO receives the Marilyn V. 
Yarbrough Faculty Award for Writing Excellence 
from Dean Tom Galligan. Prof. Plank also received the 
·Carden Outstanding Faculty Award for Scholarship. 
• 
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John Winemiller (left) and Trjfany Dunn (center) receive the Nathan 






















Prof. Neil Cohen 
(left) receives the 
Bass, Berry & 
Sims Faculty 
.4wud from Bruce 
Foster. 




%Jnors r.Banquet and 54.wards Program, continued 
Derin Murry (left), 
husband ofMeloinie 
Stovall Murry, accepts 
the Pryor Award from 
Robert E. Pryor on 
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ProJ Bob Lloyd (right) receives the Carden Outstanding Faculty 










Sonya Fowler (right) accepts the College's Support Staff 
Award from Dean Tom Galligan. 
ProJ Carl Pierce (righ0 receives the Carden Outstanding Faculty 















made by Dean 
Tom Galligan. 
Sally Carter (right) receives the lAw Library Support Staff 
�rd from Dean Tom Galligan. 
Other awards presented to persons who were unable to attend 
the Honors Banquet: 
The Charles H. Miller Excellence in Civil Advocacy Award -­
Kristen Murphy and Jenny Kiesewetter. . 
The James L. Powers III Excellence in Criminal Advocacy 
Award- John Nicoll. 
The International Academy ofTrial Lawyers Advocacy Award-­
Scott Thomas. 
The W. Allen Separk Faculty Scholarship Award-- Prof. Tom 
Davies. 
..... 
Moot Court tBanquet, �pri£ 1� 2000 
-C..h..'-'-''i:l'f'-· ... - ., L___ 
-
Keli Stewart (left) 
receives the Susan 










and the John C 
Baugh .Award 
from Dean 10m 
Galligan. 
Sandi Pack (left) receives 
the Ogden & Sullivan 
BriejWriting Award 
from Dean Tom 
Galligan. Michael 
Berman and April York 
also shared the award. 
Nominees to the Order ofBarrNers 
include (left to righO Carol Anne 
Lamons, Sandi Pack, Michael Sayne, 
Emily Wiggins and Keli Stewart. 
Dean Tom Galligan is at right. 
Prof. Paul Zwier 
(left) receives the 
��� lilt• ForrestW.Lacey 
Award from Carol 
Anne Lamons. 
Michael Sayne (left) 
receives the Turcott 
Specill  Service Award 
from Quo/Anne 
Lamons. 
April Yolk, who was unable to attend the banquet, received the 
McChmgMedal. 
..,.. 
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2000 Advocates Prize 
Michael Berman and April York (left) won 
the 2000 Advocates Prize competition over 
Sandi Pack and MoOy Hudgins (righQ. The 
presidingjudges (center) were the Hon. 
Todd J. CampbeO of the U.S. District Court 
for the M'uk/Je District of Tennessee, the 
Hon. Harry W. Wellford of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth Circui4 and the Hon. 
Bernice B. Donald of the U.S. District 
Court for the fflstem District of Tennessee. • � & 
2000 Jenkins Competition 
Michael Sayne and Carol Anne Lamons 
(righO �ron the 2000 Ray H. Jenkins Mock 
Trial Competition over Traci Snyder and 
Emily Wtggins (left). The presiding judges 
were Donald E Paine of the Knoxville fum 
of Paine, Tarwater, Bickers & 1i01tUln, the 
Hon. TholtUls W. Phillips of the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern District of 
Tennessee, and Brian C Quist of the 
Knoxville firm of Jenkins & Jenkins. 
� 
The Clfllmps: Sandi Pack, April York and Michael Berman. 
D -
4 
UT evidence team 
wins national championship 
A team representing the University of Tennessee College of 
Law won the national championship at the Jerome Prince Evi­
dence Moot Court competition April I ,  2000, at the Brooklyn Law 
School. 
A trio consisting of third-year UT law students Michael 
Bennan, Sandi Pack and April York won first place in the team 
competition, had the event's Best Brief, and York was named the 
event's Best Oralist. Berman is from Nashville, Pack from 
Jonesboro, Ark., and York from Cleveland, Tenn. Pro£ Neil Cohen 
was the team's coach. 
UT won all six rounds of the competition, which included 32 
teams from across the nation. Among those competing were 
Georgetown, Califorinia-Berkeley, UCLA, Duke, NYU, Emory 




Beouchamp Brogan Law Prof�rship EndowtnmtFund 
Created on April l999 from a gift from Roy C. Flowers, who was a 
member of the Board ofirustees of the University, from a sale of property 
donated to the University by Mt Flowers. Besides creating other professor­
ships in other colleges, $100,000.00 was given to establish an endowment 
for a law professorship. The Beauchamp Brogan Professorship will be 
awarded to current faculty members in the College. Successful candidates 
will possess a proven teaching and research record in areas which compli­
ment the priorities of the College ofLaw and who currently contributes sig­
nificantly to the College. The faculty member will be recognized for his'her 
role as an outstanding teacher and as an active leader in the College. 
Wa/terW. B�Prof�rofLawEndowmentFund 
Walter W. Bussart deposited $100,000.00 in a charitable trust to estab­
lish this professorship in December of 1999. Beginning in June 2000, 
$10,000.00 is to be distributed annually to a recipient selected by the Dean 
of the College ofLaw. The selection of the recipient will be based upon con­
tributions of the tort system and shall include, but not be limited to: legal 
writings, presentations, lectures, and particularly media events, with regard 
to torts; participation in federal and state legislative committees considering 
changes to tort law; effective inst:roction to law students and /or members of 
the prncticing bar with regard to tort law; and scholarly contributions to le­
gal organilations and law schools in the area of tort law. 
Law Class ofl999 Scholarship Endowment Fund 
Established by the Class of1999 with pledges to be paid over five years, 
as part of their Class Gift to the Law School. Once endowed, it will be avail­
able to entering law students. 
Th011ULY C Galligan, Sr. Scholarship Endowment Fund 
Established by Dean and Mrs. Thomas C. Galligan, Jr. in honor ofhis 
father, Thomas C. Galligan, St. He graduated from Cornell Law school in 
1932 and practiced labor , employment and advertising law as Associate 
General Counsel for Colgate-Palmolive, Inc. for over 50 years. He contin­
ued to prnctice law until his death in 1999. The scholarship is available to 
law students with preference to students who have overcome some personal 
hardship. 
Wamn Wesley andLudle DoiUlldson Kennerly Scholarship 
Endowment Fund 
The scholarship will be available initially to an entering first-year law 
st\xlent. Thereafter, preferences for subsequent awards shall be given to the 
exitingrecipient(s)ifthereisevidenceofcontinuedfulfilmentofthecrite­
ria. The scholarship recipien( s) shall have been out of school for a mini­
mum of four years before retmning to law school. Selection will be made 
based on tangible evidence of exemplary character, a strong work ethic, and 
an tmeommon willingness to provide service to others. 
Forrest W. Lacey Scholarship Quasi-Endowment Fund 
Was established by the College ofl..aw in honor ofForrest W.I..acy who 
was a professor at the law school from 1951 until l983. The scholarship will 
be given to a law sttxlentwho has demonstrated successful academic perfor­
mance as an undergraduate and/or graduate student High achievement on 
the Law School Admissions test may also be considered. 
W.Allen SeparkProf�orshipoflaw Endowment Fund 
Was established by a gift from W. Allen Separk, '69 law graduate, in 
July, 1999. This professorship will be for a tenured, full professor in the 
College ofLaw. 
Ebner L Stewart law Ru:ultyScho/orQuasi-EndowmentFund 
This fund was established with a $100,000 gift from Elmer L. Stewart 
who was a 1926 Law graduate from Lexington, Tennessee. He was believed 
to be the state's oldest practicing attorney when he retired from practice in 
1999 at the age of99. He died in October2000. 
Woolf, McCLane, Brigh4AUen and Carpenter PUC 
ProfessorshipofLaw Endowment Fund 
Was established in July, 1999 by a pledge made by firm members to cre­
ate a professorship in the firm's name. It will support a professor who 
teaches in the Center for Entrepreneurial Law. The first Woolf, McClane, 
Bright, Allen and Carpenter Professor will be named when the endowment 
principal reaches $100,000. 
Joel A. Katz Entertainment & Sports Law Professorship 
Endowment Fund 
Was established in September, 1999 with a $100,000 pledge from Joel 
Kat7, 1969 Law graduate. Once endowed, this professorship will be used in 
support of an a4junct professor, a visiting professor, or a full professor. 
Law Cbm of2000Campaign Fund 
The Law Class of2000 decided their class gift would be for a sculpture 
for the law school. At the end of the five-year period once pledge payments 
have been made, the selection committee will convene to discuss ideas for 
the sculpture project and then communicate the ideas to all the sculpture 
contributors for them to have an opportunity to voice their opinion on the 
final project 
Law Cbm ofl999 At1Fund 
Established by the Class of 1999 to fund a series of commissioned oil 
paintings to fill the 1�, 2111, and3111floorcorridors oftheCollegeofl..aw. This 
art work will consist of portraits of people who have contributed to either 
the College of Law (such as the firstAfrican-American graduate and the 
first female graduate) or have been significant contributors to the field of 
law in general. 
• 
....... 
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS CLUB MEMBERS 
In recognition of our generous donors, the College ofLaw publishes annu­
ally this Honor Roll, which lists donors who designate all or a portion of 
their gift to the law school. We have diligently checked and rechecked 
records. If we have omitted your name, please call the Office ofDevelop­
ment andAlumni Affairs at 865/974-6691 so that we can correct our records 
and include you in future Honor Rolls. If you think you have made contribu­
tions or provided for bequests which would qualify you for aUT gift society 
membership, please call so that we can initiate the membership process. 
THE UNfVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
FOUNDERS SOCIETY MEMBERS 
James R. Cunningham, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Kathleen and **Thomas F. Elam, Union City 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Clayton McWhorter, Nashville 
Donna and Richard D. Plumley, Knoxville 
Lindsay Young, Knoxville 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
BENEFACTORS SOCIETY MEMBERS 
E.H. Avery, Atlanta, Ga. 
Baker, Donelson, Bearman & Caldwell 
Howard H. Baker, Jr., Huntsville 
Bass, Berry & Sims 
The Estate of Marianne Redford Turpin Burke 
Walter W. Bussart, Lewisburg, Tenn. 
Roy T. Campbell, Newport 
• *C. Tom Carden, Metairie, La. 
James L. Clayton, Knoxville 
Donna R. Davis, Knoxville 
**Kleber E. Dunklin, Waynesville, N.C. 
Betty L. and Theo James Emison Jr., Alamo 
Ann B. and Samuel J. Furrow, Knoxville 
Bettye and Sidney W. Gilreath, Knoxville .J J./ous/lo11 �n 
Estates of Mr. and Mrs. **Williford Gragg, Memphis (CoVJnf:/;n) 
Mrs. Lillian L. Hall, Knoxville 
Frankie E. Wade and T. Robert Hill, Jackson 
Julia G. and William C. Hoppe, Jr., Oak Ridge 
Joel A. Katz, Atlanta, Ga. 
**Warren W. Kennerly, Knoxville 
Mrs. Barbara E. Kirby, Nashville 
Estate of Augusta R. Kolwyck, Chattanooga 
**Helen C. and Charles D. Lockett, Knoxville 
Mrs. Betty S. McCollum, Knoxville 
Miller & Martin, Chattanooga 
Myra A. and W. Hugh Overcash, Knoxville 
Thomas R. Prewitt Jr., Memphis 
Norma and Robert E. Pryor, Knoxville 
William R. Rice, Memphis 
Donna C. and John T.M. Rogers, Greeneville 
Estate of **John F. Schrankel, Barnesboro, Pa. 
W. Allen Separk, Marietta, Ga. 
**Elmer L. Stewart, Lexington, Tenn. 
Suzanne and Arthur H. Stolnitz, Burbank, Calif. 
Gerald H. Summers, Chattanooga 
Hon. Shirley B. Underwood, Johnson City 
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company, Baltimore, Md. 
Waller Lansden Dortch & Davis 
Marion and Thomas R. Wilkinson. San Die!!o. Calif 
Bette and R. Lee Winchester Jr., Memphis 
Woolf, McClane, Bright, Allen & Carpenter 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
HERITAGE SOCIETY MEMBERS 
Atxlrew� hvire, Calif 
Betsey B. Oeeknm;Kooxville 
Mrs. R FrnnklinEdwanls, Smi1hville, Va 
Dl: 300 Mts. Nathan Ford, P.:uro:tsville 
Elizabeth and ThxnasF. Fox,Arrington 
Grtm:Coonty Bank, Greereville 
Mrs. HelenP. Hmlricks.,Aicoa 
Mrs. Samoo!Korefsky, Biookl)11, N.Y 
KathleenL.aOOA.B. Loog, Jt,Knoxville 
Naocymxi.TarrfsR Om:r,Na<ihvi& 
RichardL Ra;e, Hoo&oo, Texas 
Ritchie,Fels&Dillard, Knoxville 
'IkTomsFooOOation, Knoxville 
Sandia F. 300 Gary R Wc!de, Sevierville 
Palsy 300 John B. Wdters .h:, Sevierville 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
TENNESSEE SOCIETY MEMBERS 
RobynJ.andJenyW.Askr:N,Knoxville 
BarimamxiBemudF. Bernstein, Knoxville 
NormaS. and Prof. Jeny P. Bla;k, Knoxville 
BarimaA.mxiC. H<11WldBoz.eman,Knoxville 
CeliamxlHughB.Bright.h:,Knoxville 
MicrellemxiDavidA Butkhaltfr ll,Kooxville 
Emily C. andJ. HmveyCameron, J�, Tenn. 
Ruth V.andROOertR �II, Knoxville 
Dl: JeanandAianL �.Signal Mountain 
l))nna B. and Robert L. Cro&'lley, Knoxville 
Nell mxiW.W. Davis St, Knoxville 
SusanJ. aOO w. ThomasDillanl, Knoxvil1e 
fuothyAandThOOlaSRDyer;M� 
R lany Estes, Franklin 
JoanMmxiJamesK Giffen,Kooxville 
Mrs.Donxhy D. Gray, Knoxville 
ClaixliaS. andWilliamRHahom.h:, Memphis 
Judy G. andThxnasA Hodge, Roswell, Ga. 
'IkHon. ThomasG.Huii,Greeneville 
Eli2abdhandJ.FtaserHwnphreys,Memphis 
JulieN. aOOA. Hea1hJones, N�e 
Lcwty F. Kline, Chattanooga 
Mt mxlMrs. Dan Layman, Bedford, Va 
George T. Lewis ill, Memphis 
Me�G.andThomasN.McAdarrn,Knoxville 
Jre M McAfee,.h:,Kooxville 
PatmxilbmisR McClane,Kooxville 
Ml:mxiMrs. GregeJy M McWlma; Knoxville 
Oleryl 300 Thomas F. Midyett,.h:,Knoxvil1e 
Deni'!e�Kooxville 
CIHyland WilliamR Seale, Morristown 
JaremxlR FnmldinNorton, Knoxville 
JolmB. Phi1liJls, .h:,LookootMoontain 
BevtnyandROOertW.Ritchie, Knoxville 
WcmdaandJohnL. SOOieskiJt***, Knoxville 
Ann T. Tayot; NewYCik, N.Y 
Julia and George C. Th>mas, .h:, Ik<>den 
..... 
Edwin Townsend, J:r:, Lookout Mountain 
Nancy G. and Charles A. Wagner III, Knoxville 
Jeanne N. and James W. Wallace, La Canada, Calif. 
PeggyaiXI RichardS. Wntz***,Kooxville 
Qnule l¥rh \\br1hington, Knoxville 
Rorert F. \\brthingtonJr., Knoxville 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
PRESIDENTS' CLUB MEMBERS 
PauletteD.aiXIRoy L.Aaron,Kooxville 
Mary P.Abemathy, Pthki 










ManmaiXIFrnnkB. Bin!, Muyville 
OuistineW.aiXIDouglasABlaze***,Knoxville 
VtvianaiXI Wdlter H. Bolling, J:r:, ThUton, Ga 
TOOd Bouldin, Nashville 
Zayn.M aiXIStevenK Bowling,Kmxville 
BarlmA.aroc. How.m!Bozeman,Knoxville 
Dotti Bre;si, Clearwater, F1a 
D. Mitcldland.Jerri L. Bryan� Cleveland 
Jean W. and.At1hur D. Bynr, Kooxville 
Frana:sK and** AO. Book, Nashville 
ErnilyC.aroJ.HarveyCameron,J!IS{H 
E. �andP.uker L Carroll, Hixson 
Jean T.andAlanL Cates, Signal Mountain 
C. GoorgeCaudle,LookoutMoontain 
LorrnineM andROOertM Cbild, Knoxville 
HelenP. ani GeorgeS. Child J:r:, Knoxville 
L.Marie WilliamsaiXIJeffiey L. Oemy, Signal Mountain 
M!: and Mrs. Neil P. Cohen, Kooxville 
Carl E. Colloms, Clmie;ton 
AltheaH Cree�Kooxville 
JanisandJenyG. Cunningham, \\hlland 
ROOertE. Qw,Elizlbethton 
Anne aiXIStephenM� .Jolmsoo. City 
Sman.M aiXIThomasY.Davies*••, Knoxville 
NellaiXI W.W. .DIMs &,Knoxville 
MmkS.�,� 
Beth T.andR I...awreoceDes..<lm, Maron, Ga 
Hem:rtS. Iblge,Rockwood 
Betty L aiXi John J. Doggett ill, Sevierville 
JarrresM Iban.J:r:, N!Swille 
MarilynMandJackB.Draper,Knoxville 
ClmictteaiXIHowaniR Dunbar, Johnson City 
SandtaKaroDooglasL. ruron, Kooxvill 
MarciaAaiXIROOertL.Echo�Nashville 
Tta)'G. EdmJ.mdcm, Kooxville 
LaumK and CarlW. FshOOugh,Kooxville 
Mary MaiXIIbn.B.Farrrer, Kooxville 
OllrerineA Harrisoo, cmtmoooga 
FloydS. Flippin, Humboldt 
Judy and Frank L. Flynn Jr., Knoxville 
Elizabeth B. Foniand.Michael W. Driskill, Kooxville 
Mary R aiXIRichardRFord, .DaOOridge 
TJ.a)' R aiXIKeithD. FmOO',Nashville 
VbniaH aiXIL.Alxbm Galyonlll,Kooxville 
JoanM aiXIJ�K Giffi:n, Kooxville 
Karen G. aiXIRoger L Gilbert, Kooxville 
.KadnynB. aiXi Steven L. GiaArlington, Vcl. 
Judy S. aiXIJoeM Goodman, Na<ihville 
John J. Grnham, BrklgqxJrt, Conn. 
AnreaiXIFrieoonM Graves, Memphis 
Judy andK Dk::kson CJM;omJ:r:,Knoxville 
AnneB.aiXIS. .Molm.Hmn, Kingsport 
Mary aOOI.ewisR Hagood, Knoxville 




Julie D. andPalrickH Hardin• .. , Kooxville 
Elizalx:dlaiXIWoodiDN M Henck:oon, Kooxville 
Amy M<m�m• .. ,Kooxville 
J. Reginald Hill, Nashville 
Julia S.lbvardaiXI TedL. Flickinger J:r:, Kooxville 
Lew5S.Hcwani,Knoxville 
FrancesaiXIAetlu L Hudson, Memphis 
AnnaiXI.h;qilHuie,Kooxville 
AnnS.andHFralerickHtnnbta:ht,Nashville 
Mrs. JosephN. (Grare) Htmter, Hixson 
MelmlG.andDooglas W.Hmoo,Ab 
Terri andKennethF.IrvineJ:r:,Kroxville 
ElizabethK andJanrs D. JoJmc;onJ:r:, OakRidge 
Alire G. aiXIDaviiC.Jom,.DaOOridge 
hnogmeA KingandJ. Thomas.Jones,Knoxville 
J. ThornasKil{mick,Allanta, Ga 
Diane K and JooqnH. KingJ:r:***, Kooxville 
Ann and Kenne1hH King,Jr:, Na<ihville 
Katherine w. and Michael B. Kinnard,Kooxville 
SatxhaaiXIJ. Eddie �k,Johnson.City 
DebotahH aiXi ThormsE. I..auria,Miami,F1a 
AngieW.andFralericS.LeOenl}***,Knoxville 
BOObie Hand GoorgeF.Legg,Kroxville 
DavidT.aiXIEiizabethMI.ew5,Kooxville. 
DeanmJ.andRolx:rtMLloyd***,Knoxville 
Mrs. Wcll.ter L. Lusk, Chattanooga 
BettyaiXIL. Kilby Mathm; Browmville 
JoMalremeaiXIRichardH.MesclmiJrf,Knoxville 
Lise S. aiXIBlakeley D. Matd!ews, Na<ihville 
Genie andJ. Pay&lllMatlhews, Somerville 
Melis;aG.andThormsN.M:Adams,Kooxville 
M!: aiXIMrs. CbarlieA McLane, SanAntonio, Texas 




SaiXiy M and .John G. Mitchell ill, Murfreesboro 
R<krtHMontgotmy,� 
Diane B. Montie,Kooxville 
L. �Mxre, Cookeville 
Mrs. JobnK Morgan, cmtmoooga 
M � MoretzaiXIT001McCarley ill, Knoxville 
• 
..,.. 
Lois H. and Raymond H. Moseley, Chattanooga 
Jam!SA.Mmmm, Thn:pl, Fh 
MarieAand.JamesL.MU!phy Ill,Nac;hville 
Relxx:ca T. and .John W.Murrey ill, Chatlmmga 
JanellandH Doogiac; NJCIDI, Knoxville 
KalherireKandWilliamS.Nurmally,� 
Mt: andM!s. Th<masJ. Overton,DerMr, Colo. 
Jili.AmK:andJunD. Owen, Dandridge 
Mary A Parlrer, Nac;hville 
PalriciaH andDavXiG. Phillipi,Mm1a, Ga. 
�S.andCarlAPiro:***,Knoxville 
K Ray Pinkslaff.Jc,Kmxville 
BettinaandTnno1hy A Priest, Knoxville 
ShenyKandEdwinHRayson,Loudon 
L�E. and Gregory M RetXI, Murfreesboro 
GlermH.Reynolds***,Kmxville 
4'n<fellandRoger L. Ridenow; Ointon 
RonaldH Ridtmlr, Clintm 
Alice R andJ. CarsonRideooW', Clinton 
Naocy Land WtlsmS.Ritchi:, Knoxville 
Minim E. and.Joo G. Rad1, Knoxville 
Ri:hardH Rrom, G-etre.ille 
JoyreM Robertlm,Kmxville 
J. Srott Ra;e, Dallac;, Texm 
AnnN. and "MiclB:IYRowlmxl, Kroxville 
Chet)1and WilliamR Seale,Monimwn 
.James C. SimroonsJt,Atlanta, Ga. 
TeresaMunay Smith, Bioomville 
Mts. SamJare Snepp,Knoxville 
SylviaMandHarveyL.SpiOOI,LeooirCity 
Ml: and Mrs. JliiileS Stankwytch,M� 
Bay and Billy J. Stokes, Knoxville 
Th:re&A and Harold B. SUn; Knoxville 
Mary AnnandiXmlanL Strut&, .Kinglp»t 
PamelaL Rre.<esand Charles W. Swansoo, Knoxville 
Laurel and Michael B. Swilxlle, Orlando, Fh 
\\miyandNonnanG. Terrpleton,Kooxville 
Ste<.m W. Teny,Mooistown 
Chei)'IA.andJoq>hM Tq:ton,Knoxville 
GraceEandAW.Tmme�Knoxville 
Pdtti E and Walter E Trent, Knoxville 
JanetS. andJohnH Unbwood, Brentw<XXl 
Atillip Y.Milidt-s and Teresa Thividson, Greetsboro, N.C. 
Nancy G. and OladesA Wclgrer Ill, Kooxville 
Mt: and Mrs. Darrell E. Wcmle1; Nac;hvilk: 
JanM and !.any D. Wilks, Spingfield 
Wcmda W. and .John Q. WJSeCaiVe1; Spring, Texas 
Carolyn and **<MA \\bOO.Ill,Nac;hville 
Sally (Mrs. Glenn Vl) \\\xxllee,Dayton 
Janice and Louis C. \\bolt; Knoxville 
Kalhy D.and.JamesC. Wright, Knoxville 
MarilynY.Yadmugh,ChapelHill,N.C. 
A{liiY<Xk,Nrunville 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS 
The Legacy Society has been established to honor our almmri and friends 
who make a commitment to the University ofTennessee, Knoxville 
through a deferred gift arrangement 
Mary Elizabeth Abernathy, Pulaski, Tenn. 
HabatMartin&m,Mo� Ttm 
HCM'31dHemy Bakei;Hun1sville, Ttm 
�Tnm1hyCarn{:reii,N� Term. 
.kanE. andAianLamarOIIes, Signal Moontain, Tenn. 
Ste\en.EdwardCollett,Bmto� Tenn. 
Betsey BrelerCre.elarore, Knoxville 
RdlertLealandlkrri:k,llix:k\\wl, Term. 
Dim: D. and .James Drinoon, Knoxville 
T�GemldEdnmicrn,Kroxville 
Betty Land�JamesF.mim,Aialm, Tam. 
Mary Eli2abdb.Fonl, Panctlsville, Tam. 
NathanE Ford,Pclrrct1wille, Tenn. 
GemldWayreFWgt;Aitmta 
Karen Gail and Roger leeGhrt,Kroxville 
Anem Gail Gmy, Qeveland, Tenn 
Judy andKitmaDick.m Gtimn,Kooxville 
lillian L Hall, Kmxville , 
KatMine Rand Gregory AllmHamilton, Kooxville 
JohnCharleslfu;Gok:Wxro,N.C. 
· 
Mary \\ell<; and Thill W. HoilxOOI, Kroxville 
Julia Gillock and William C. J:I<we, Ode Ridge, Tam. 
WtlliamHoon:Horton, Chattanooga, Tenn 
�G. and Douglas Wcillace Hutsoo,A1lm;, Tenn 
Peter Bennington IMne, Pittsbwgh, Pa. 
Edward Doogiac; Mj", Nashville 
RuthAIIIK:andDavid Clark .Iones, Thmdridge, Tam. 
BmbamE.Kilby,Nac;hville 
Salxlra.Jo andJliiileSF.dwinl.audetta:k, John.m City 
Goorge T. Lewis Ill, Merrphil 
QmesDavXil<xicdt, Knoxville 
RobertMontgomery,�,Ttm 
.Jiii.AnreandJrrmny Dean 0\\� Uuxlridge, Tenn 
(frust Estate ofJoeH Wilson) JamesO. Pbillips Ill, 
RogeM'ille, Tenn,andWilliamE.Phillips,Rogewille, Tenn. 
JoyandWilliamRlmi�Rke,M� 
Beverly J. and Rorert W. Ritchie, Knoxville 
MinthaEwmand.Joo GillxrtRooch, Knoxville 
\VilffiAIIenSepuk, Marilla, Ga. 
HarrietChapinand.JOOnMOOimSmutt,Knoxville 
Betty andJeny V.Srnitb, Dickson, Tenn 
MargaraT. andRiclmti l.twis Smith, Nac;hville 
Suzanne G. andArthur HCM'31d Stolnit7, Catpintt:ria, Calif 
MaryAnnandllimmL Stru,� Tenn 
SamleeOa!kSnt,Kooxville 
Chlrb; WalterSwclmoo,Kooxville 
Carolyn Suzanne and Steven Wciyne Terry, Bulls Gap, Tenn. 
Patricia Tren� Coloraro S!Jings, Colo. 
Shirley Baumgardner UIXlcrwood, Jolmson City 
Marion C. and Thomas Roy Wilkinson, San Diego, Calif 
Jan E. and I.any Dean Wilks, Springfield, Tenn. 
BetteaooRiclmdi.ee Wurllester, Memphis 




1999-2000 :J{onor !l{p{{ 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
COLLEGE OF LAW GIFTS RE­
CEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 1999, 
AND JUNE 30, 2000 
We would like to thank the following alumni, 
faculty, staff, .friends, firms, and corporations for 
their support of the College of Law during the 
1999-2000 academic year. Please note that only 
those gifts to the University which are speciji­
callydesignatedforusebytheCollegeofLaw 
are included in this honor roll. If we have over­
looked anyone, please forgive us and give us a 
chance to comd our records by letting us know. 
Write or call the Office of Development and 
Alumni Affairs, 1505 West Cumberland Avenue, 

































































GIFTS OF $5,000 AND ABOVE 
8aiOOra S. and Bernard E. Bernstein, Knoxville 
Jane and DavidA BurldJalter II, Knoxville 
JamesR Cumringham, Cincinooti, Ohio 
Dorothy A andThomasR Dye�; Gennantown 
J. Houston Gonbt, Covington 
Greene County Bank, Greeneville 
Helen P. Hendricks, Mazyville 
T. Robert Hill and Frankie E. \\\ide, Jackson 
GeorgeT. Lewis III, Memphis 
Mt & Mls. R Clayton Me Whortet; Nashville 
Ellen E. andJohnB. Phillips, Jt, Lookout Mountain 
Donna C. and Richard D. Plumley, Knoxville 
Robert w. Ritchie, Knoxville 
Donna C. and John T.M. Rogers, Greeneville 
8aiOOra Stade, Knoxville 
*Elmer L. Stewart, Lexingtoo 
Jerry H. Swruners, Chattanooga 
Hon. Shirley B. UOOerwood,JohnsonCity 
Frankie E. \\\ide, Jackson 
Jeanne N. and James W. w.illace, 
La Canada-Flintridge, O!lif. 
MargaretH.andRichardS. Wirtz, Knoxville 
lin�Nly Young, Knoxville 
GIFTS OF $2,000-$4,999 
MIDonald W.Aa!oo,Maochester 
Ancnyrnrul 
CarolN.AOOJohn W. Beard, Chattanooga 
Mr. Thomas Bnum, Naples, Fla. 
KathrynH.andJohnT.Buckingham,Knoxville 
Norma C. andJooephG. Cook, Knoxville 
C. Terry Deaton III, Nashville 
Betty L. and John J. Doggett III, Knoxville 
Tracy G. Ednnmdson, Knoxville 
WendyandJasonFiom,NewYO!k,N.Y 
Cornelia S. Hodges, Knoxville 
JulieN. andA. Heath Jones, Nashville 
Jane W. and Lowry F. Kline, Lookout Mountain 
PatandDenni<;R McCiane,Knoxville 
• 
Cbelyland Tom E. Midyett, Knoxville 
John M. Miller; Arlington, \a 
Anne C. and Jerry J. Phillips, Knoxville 
Patricia H. and David G. Phillips, Rochester, Minn. 
RichardL. R<N:, Houston, Texas 
SimieN. and Everett RutherfOrd, k., Houston, Texas 
Teresa H. and Thomas S. Soott, k, Knoxville 
Patricia l..olme Snyder, Nashville 
Wmda G. and John L. Sobi� k, Knoxville 
Ann T. Taylor, New YOlk, N.Y 
PhilipS. Vciwlides, Greemboro, N.C. 
Carole Y Wot1hington, Knoxville 
GIFTS OF $1,000-$1,999 
Jane and Robert E.Aiderm,Jackson 
Dale C. Allen, Knoxville 
\hlerie and Gary L.Anderson,Knoxville 
Frances L.Ansley and James Sessioos, Knoxville 
RobynJ.andJenyW.Ask:ew,Knoxville 
Onistine W. andDouglasA Blaze, Knoxville 
Sam E. Boaz, Clarksville 
Cbarles W. Bone, He!Kiersonville 
lilynM. and StevenK.Bowling, Knoxville 
BarbaraA. and C. Howard Bozeman, Knoxville 
Celia F. andHughB.Bright,Jt, Knoxville 
Ruth V. and Robert R Campbell, Knoxville 
RoyT. Campbell, JI, Newport 
Betty C. and J. William Coley, Knoxville 
Carl F. Colloms, Cleveland 
Rebecca andW. KingC�ler; Omttanooga 
linda and Patrick T. Deren, Harlan, Ioora 
Beth T. andR Lawrence Dessem, Macon, Ga. 
JacalynDiesenhouse, Woodbridge, Conn. 
Dr. SusanJ. andW. Thomas Dillard, Knoxville 
Herbert S. Dodge, Knoxville 
CbarlotteandHowardR DunOOr,Johnson City 
David E. Fielder, Knoxville 
Carolyn Forehand, Nashville 
Mazy Petree Foster, Knoxville 
Thomas J. Garland, k., Greeneville 
Oteryl T. and MadcA. Gently, Knoxville 
JohnJ. Graham, Milford, Conn. 
MazyandLewisR Hagood, Knoxville 
Janie and Kenneth E. Hall, Mazyville 
Claudia S. Haltom and William H. HaltOOJ, k., Memphis 
Mls. Fred B. HaOO, Pelham, Ga. 
JohnK. Harl:Jer,Knoxville 
ThomasW.Hardin,Cohunbia 
Amy Moois Hess, Knoxville 
JohnR Hill, Nashville 
JudyG.andTh:mlasAHodge,Roswell,Ga. 
Mazy Jo Hoover, Knoxville 
AnnL. and Joseph H. Huie, Knoxville 
Thomas G. Hul� Greeneville 
Kenneth F. Irvine, Jt, Knoxville 
Dorothy R andR Leon Jordan, Mazyville 
Shelley BOOhKannnann, Knoxville 
..... 
Sharon am Thmiel F. Layman, JJ:, Roonoke, \a 
Bobbie H and George F. Legg, Knoxville 
David T. & Elizabeth M.l.ewis, Knoxville 
Kathleen L. andAr1hur B. Loog, Jt, Knoxville 
Viiginia C. Love, Chaltanooga 
Betty and *Kilby Matherne, Brownwille 
Lise S. and Blakeley D. Matthews, Nashville 
James C. McSween, ]I:, Newport 
M Denise Moretz am Tom McCarley Ill, Knoxville 
Mrs. .JohnK Morgan, Signal Mountain 
Rebecca I am Join W. Murrey lli, Chattanooga 
James F. Nelms, Olarl<*svilk; \a 
H lXluglas Nichol, Knoxville 
Katherine K and Wtlliam S. Nllllmlzy, Greeneville 
MarvilynH. and E. \\ycliffe On; Gainesville, Ga 
ThomasJ. Overton, Denver, Colo. 
Holly am *Elvin E. Overton, Knoxville 
Donald F. Paine, Masoot 
Mary A. Parker, Nashville 
Samh W. and KennethL. Penegm; Dallas, Texas 
Matgaret S. am QuiA. Pierre, Knoxville 
J. Kenneth Porter, Newport 
JolmB. Rayson, Knoxville 
Lisa E. and GregO!)' M Reed, M1.llfret>slxlro 
Glenn H Reynolds, Knoxville 
Richard H Roberts, Greeneville 
J. Scott Rose, SanAntonio, Texas 
James C. Simmcm, Jt, F1wery Branch, Ga 
Matgaret C. and Richard L. Smith, Nashville 
SylviaM and Harvey L. Sproul, I..moirCity 
Janet and James A. Stankwytch, MUl'lreesboro 
LauraA S1ee� Kingsport 
ClaOOeG. Swafford, Jasper 
Howard G. Swafford, Jasper 
LaurelS. and Michael B. SwiOOle, OrlaOOo, Fla. 
JolmJ. Thomason, Me2llplm 
Eileen andJolmA TOOmpson, Pebble Beach, Cali£ 
Deloris J. and Hiram G. Tipton, Kingsport 
Larry C. V.mghan, Knoxville 
Sandra F. and Gary R Wade, Knoxville 
Nancy G. and O!arlesA. Wagner lli, Knoxville 
Kathy & R Loy Waldrq>Jr, Knoxville 
Darrell E. Warne� Houston, Texas 
Mrs. Frances W. Wcuner; SanF:rrux:isco, Cali£ 
JoeArmandTerry L. Weatherford, Greenstxxo, N.C. 
Lauri F. am William E. Wmgle,Kalamazoo, Minn. 
Janice C. and Louis C. \\bolt: Knoxville 
&v\\bolsey,Nahville 
Robert F. Woohing1on, JJ:, Kooxville 
Marlene D. andPaulJ.Zwier,Knoxville 
GIFTS OF $500-$999 
FrankH Andeoon, Jr., Jolmson City 
MoniqueandBruceA.Anderson,Knoxville 
PamciaA am Gary P. Arnold, Beaverton, Ore. 
Gary Andrn:m,A&'il Vice Presi<bi, Nashville 
Auxilmy to lhe 'IN Bar Associatioo, Knoxville 
George W. Bishop ill, Nashville 
WiDiamH.Brown,Menlplm 
Nancy M. andJonalban H Burnett, Knoxville 
Jean W. andAr1hur D. Byrne, Knoxville 
FmilyC. and J. Haivey Cameroo, Jasper 
Paul Campbell ill, Cllattanooga 
Rooe M. and BenH Cantre� Nashville 
E. Louise and Parlcer L. Carro� Hixson 
Sally P. and William N. Cates, Doraville, Ga 
Helen P. and GeorgeS. Child, Jt, Knoxville 
Susan L. Christenberry, Arlington, \a 
Hal F.S. Cletrents, Chattanooga 
James M. Conlin, Jr., Stow, Ohio 
Jeanette and Stephen E. Cox, Nashville 
Wc!hr H. Crouch, Na.<bville 
ArmeG. and Stephen M. Darden, Jolmson City 
Pamela H. andRogerW. Dicksoo, Chattanooga 
Arlene L. Diesenhouse, Middletown, N.Y 
JamesM Doran, Jt, Nashville 
EdwinP. Dmke, McDonald, Pa. 
William P. Eiselstein, Atlanta, Ga 
Myron C. Ely, Knoxville 
Jane Eppes, Knoxville 
Bradley A Farmei; Knoxville 
Garry W. Ferraris, Knoxville 
WilliamHD.Fms,Mempns 
Elizabelh B. Fool & MicbaelW. Driskill, Knoxville 
Olarles W. Fttlilas, Cl!attanooga 
Betsy and E. Bruce Fo&e!; Jr., Knoxville 
Margaret B. Fugate, Jolmson City 
Thmt Galligan, Knoville 
Joan M and James K Giffen, Knoxville 
Matthew L. Gold, Granby, Colo. 
Jere C. Gordon, Kmton 
Judge Juliet Griffin, Nashville 
Becky Hunllflmey, Knoxville 
Julie D. andPatrickH. Hardin, Knoxville 
Ttresa C. am D. Rero Hook, Brentwood 
E. Palri:k:H�� 
Larry C. Jones, Charlotte, N.C. 
J. ThomasJmes,KooxviDe 
VIVian M. and Eugene L. Joyce, Oak Ridge 
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Mary M. Gillwn, LaFollette 
Jeffrey S. Goethe, Btadenton 
Bethany K Goolsby, Memphis 
Glen R Gould, Hennosa, Calif. 
StephenJ. Grabenstein, Asheville, N.C. 
Mary JoandWilliam 0. Gray, Hixson 
Jean Evelyn Graybill, Harrisburg, Pa. 
J. Kenneth Greer, Jr., Oak Ridge 
Mary I and William D. Gregory, Mt \emon, Ky. 
Mts. J.A Griffin It, Knoxville 
John E. Griffin, Franklin 
John L. Grigsby, Maryville 
JeffS. Grimes, Clarlcsville 
Onistie Kizer Grot, Chattanooga 
FrnnkM Groves, SignaiMOWltain 
SamuelA Guess, Knoxville 
Lexie R Hagan, F1311klin 
LAIIen Hahn, Greenville, N.C. 
David Hamilton, Knoxville 
Sandia and Jerome Hancock, Hunting<kln 
Elizabeth and Jmn w. Hanes, Knoxville 
GayleR andPeny R Happell, Brentwood 
Sarnh C. Hardison, Nashville 
JOOithHarro.v,Hillsborough, N.C. 
Janice C. andJ. Wclllace Harvill, Franklin 
Jason E. Havens, Knoxville 
Steven R Hawkins, Sevierville 
Margaret L. and S. Russell Headrick, Memphis 
KathrynandMlll:jozy Hearle,Aiken, S.C. 
Deborah Heruy, Lenoir City 
SusanD and Gregozy B Herald, Knoxville 
Debbie J. Herston, Knoxville 
Eli2'areth D. Hood, Memphis 
DebraL. House, Oeveland 
Benjamin C. Huddleston, Nashville 
Lindsey S. and John G. Hundley, Louisville, Ky. 
John C. HliDgerford, Knoxville 
ICM,A Divison ofRug Doctor, Knoxville 
Stephen P. hnhoff, Louisville, Ky. 
JohnR Jacobson, Nashville 
Ken E. Jamud, Kermesaw, Ga. 
RArthur Jenkim, Knoxville 
Joseph J.Jemigan, Chattanooga 
Mrand Mrs Richard Johnson, Aiken, S.C. 
Kelly Scott Johnson, Strawbeny Plains 
Benjamin W. Jones, Knoxville 
Stephen G Kabalka, Chattanooga 
Jennifer P. and Jeffery D. Keller, Johnson City 
Jemmie J. Keys, Minnetonka, Minn. 
Roberta W. and James S. Ki<kl, Fayetteville 
JeanandGeorgeR �.Aiken, S.C. 
AnlrmA Kline,Kroxvilk: 
DonnaM and John W. Kowalczyk, Worthington, Ohio 
L E. Lam, Hmnboldt, Tenn 
Nanette J Lamden, Knoxville 
George W. Lamp� Colwnbia, S.C. 
SaraM. andJ. Klyne I...auderOOck, Jt, Bris1nl 
JolmLawhon,Knoxville 
Sw;an S. and John H. Leach, Mobile,Aia 
...-. 
Maigaret K. LeinOOch, Charlotte, N.C. 
Natalie Le �Kooxville 
Mr andMrnRay �Aiken, S.C. 
Bam S. uggett,Aiexandria, VA 
Anrj Whittitm'eMalm; Kooxville 
Cynthia K. Mancebo, Kooxville 
Mr andMrn WilliamManfiOOi,Aiken, S.C. 
Tonolhy P. Manning, Nashville 
Camille S{riggs Mallock,Kooxville 
LareMatthews, �N.C. 
C.R. McAmis, Kingspllt 
Neil G. McBride, OakRidge 
Jeffiey L McCall, Maryville 
Elizabeth and Bruce Me Carty, Knoxville 
Anne T. McColgan, Kooxville 
RobertM. McConnell Ill, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Catrerire M McCoonick,Memphis 
Gary W. McCOMl, SanAntonio, Texas 
M. Elizabeth McCrOOrey, Nashville 
James S. McDeannan, <llat1anooga 
W. Troy McDougal, Ooltewah 
Karen S. McGinley, BedfOrd, NH. 
.JOOama McGiolhlin, Kooxville 
SueandJamesJ. McMahoo, M� 
Tracey JeanMcMillan,Kooxville 
Tabi1ha Fnurisco McNabb, Ciennan«7.vn 
M.t and Mrs. Cletus W. Me Williams, F rank1in 
Colleen E. Medill, Knoxville 
Robert E. Meine,APO,AE 
Micmel G. MtS<in,Eli1abeth, NJ. 
JanetMetz,Bristo� \a 
William R. Mll)U', Nashville 
Bartma P. andWilliamA Miller, Alexandria, \a 
Mrn. and Mr. Jesse A Miller Jt, Jackson 
Mrs. Lee F. Mooroe, Nf.Iris 
Margaret I Moore, Nashville 
Richelle D. Moore, Fredericksrurg, \a 
AnnandMaikMostoller,OakRidge 
MichaelW. Moyers, Knoxville 
Karen M Muckenthale:r, Cranford, N.J. 
James L. Mrnphy ill, Nashville 
Marie A. Mtnphy, Nashville 
Amy R. Mmrell, Memphis 
Carol A. and Mitchell L. Multel; Knoxville 
MichaelA Myers, Murfreesboro 
Mildred W. andAC. Myers,Kooxville 
Brenda H. andRooald K. Nevin, Nashville 
Chasity Wilson Nicoll, Charlottesville, \a 
RosettaandAlexander Noble, k.,Kooxville 
Jennifer L Noonan, Nashville 
Kristin M Obe:rdecker, Brentwood 
Peter M Olson, Claiksville 
Angela Oneal, Knoxville 
CJ and Dennis Ottinger, Kooxville 
R. \fum Owens, Signa!Moontain 
Cathy L. and Dooald E. Parish, Huntingdon 
Stephen P. Parsons, Greeneville 
Marcia Phillips� Greeneville 
Gail S. and John H. Peay, Clarksville 
Kay and Vksley L. Perubgrass, HaltqXoo, \a 
Martha Brook Pary,Kooxville 
PeggyAmH.Petersoo,Charlotte,N.C. 
Teresa Pe1erson, Kooxville 
Lori Pbillips-Jones, Oneida 
Nikki Carter Pierce, Greeneville 
Janie C. Porter, Nashville 
Frank B. Potts, Florence,AL 
Thomas E. Price, Louisville 
Adamflrits,Knoxville 
I..ouAnne and R. Alan Pritchard, Memphis 
JobnPrestm Plyoc, Kooxville 
Cllarles R. Pullen,Ashland City 
MrandMrnClay Ramsey,Aikm, S.C. 
W. Kevin Rall'Jom, Cbarlctle, N.C. 
Candice L Reed, Knoxville 
\hlerie Richardson, Kooxville 
William F. Richmond, Jr., Beckley, W.Va. 
Lisa M. Richter, Springfield 
Mr and MrnGrnt Riffe, Aiken, S.C. 
Jennifer A. Robinson, Kooxville 
Jean H. Robinson, Aiken, S.C. 
Lee Robinson, Kooxville 
Jenny C. Rogers, Kooxville 
Michael C. Rum, Connmck,N.Y 
Mrand Mrn Ed Salq>!m,Aiken, S.C. 
fulitheA Sc!JomeJ; Be1hedsa, Md 
O.E. ScJv.v IY, Kooxville 
Qys1a!A. Schrof, OakRidge 
Andreas. Shelton, Ringold, Ga 
Jooeph P. Shehon, Atlanta, Ga 
Harriet Shorb, MWISier, Ind. 
UIXIa Gale Shown,Kooxville 
Anne M Shuh, TainJll, Fla. 
Paula I. and Gerard M Siciliano, Olatlaoooga 
David C. Simcox, Kooxville 
MindySilron,�. Ga 
Angela C. Singletoo, Kooxville 
William P. Sim; Nashville 
Mr and MrnJ<Sl Skeen,Aiken, S.C. 
Charles H. Smith, Jr,Abing®n, Va. 
Charlotte I. and Christopher E. Smith, Okemos, Minn. 
Brooks R. Smith, Nashville 
Alyllis B. andHaroldA. Soloff, Noovich, Conn. 
James A Soulherland,Houc;ton, Texas 
Arlene and R. Neil Southern, Memphis 
K. Karl S(x!lvins,Kooxville 
Sarah Garlaikl St. Onge, Olhmbia, S.C. 
Betty Stmfooi,Aikm, S.C. 
Kalhy B. Stilhnan, Kooxville 
Robert M Sti\m, k., Knoxville 
Nancy P. and W. Rrnald Stou� Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Lauren Strang(}-Boston, Kooxville 
l.aurieandDanielP. Stree� Kingsport 
John P. Sw� Jacksonville, N.C. 
Robert B. Sweeney, Cohonbia 
Steven W. Sword, Kooxville 
Leslie A Tent.ler; Kingsport 
R. Dale Thomas, Jackson 
CMylT�Hoookllu,Hawaii 
Karen L. and Peter J. T!M'le, Frieodsville 
Anna, Ray and Truman R Trotter, Knoxville 
J .Laurens Tullock, Knoxville 
MaikJ. Vdne,M� 
ShawnL. \Um,M� 
DI:Ann E. w.illace, Knoxville 
William S. Walton, Franklin 
�Wampler; Knoxville 
Jane and Glenn Wcltts, Kooville 
R. Eddie Wclyland, Nashville 
\hlerie M. Webb, Nashville 
DdvidJ. Weidman,�. Del. 
Mrn PatriciaaroiX. PJWenk, Clinton 
Shel<lon \\est, Sevierville 
TonyaR. Wheat, Knoxville 
Frni1y K. Wlggim, Deslrehan, La. 
Leslie B. Wtlkinson, Jt, Kooxville 
Edith and J. Alex Williams, Knoxville 
MrandMrnRichardWlison,Aiken,S.C. 
Kevin B. Wil!OO, Cl1attanooga 
Scarlett D. Wihm, Chattanooga 
A1i:e C. And larry Wrttmer;Kooxville 
Joanne T. Yoder, Tullahoma 
Fred E. Young Jr., Kooxville 
W. Scott Young, Memphis 
hvingZeitlin,M� 
FIRMS, CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, 
ETC. 
The 1939 Foundation,Kooxville 
ABA Young lawyers Division, Chicago, ill. 
Baker, Donelson, Beannan&CaldweR Memphis 
Becker, Thomforde, Brown, Knigh� Kooxville 
BMGEntertainmentdoMelinWMeals,NewYCik,N.Y 
Broadcast Music, me., Nashville 
Chesapeake Cmporation, Richmond, \a 
Cole, Cole &Anderson, Bmbourville, Ky. 
Diamond & Robinson, P.C., Montpelie� 'kl: 
East Tennessee Automobile Club, Knoxville 
Fust USA Bank, Wilmington, DeL 
Friedman, Si.mlan&Heaton, P.C.,Mernphis 
Genernl Prqlerties 
Guile� Sanford, Robinson& Martin, Nashville 
HalverstadtFoundation, Nashville 
Harcourt Professional Edocation, Chicago, ill. 
Hard Rock Cafe, Orlando, Fla. 
Hughes Smith & YazinskiLLP, Lebaron, N.H. 
Hunter, Smith& Dd� Kingsport 
Hunton& Wdliam;, Riclnoond, \a 
Jenkins & Jenkins, Kooxville 
KooxvilleAuxiliary to the TBA, Knoxville 
I..ockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc., OakRidge 
l..uedeka, Neely & Graham, Knoxville 
Miller & Martin, Olattanooga 
Tennessee Bar Fmmdation, Nashville 
The Toms Foundation, Kooxville 
Universal Music Group, me., Delray Beach, Fla. 
\\hller l.an'iden fu1ch & Davis, Nashville 
\\Yatl, Thmmt& Combs, Nashville 
*deceased 
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News/ Awards/Honors 
If your address or job status has changed or will soon change, let us know. 
Name: Class Year: __ _ 
Firm Name/Organization: -------------------
Address: ________________________ _ 
City/State/Zip:--------------------­
Work Phone: Home Phone: ---------­
This is my: __ Office Address __ Home Address 
Is this a change of address? __ Yes __ No 
Would you like your new work address published? __ Yes __ No 
If yes, please list your former address: --------------
Please send information to: Office of Development and Alumni Affairs 
The University of Tennessee College of Law 
1 505 West Cumberland Avenue 
Knoxville, TN 37996- 1 8 10 
(865) 97 4-669 1 
New committee 
STARTS ON PAGE 8 
activities that are currently underway, as well as to get a sense of the mean­
ings people in the College explicitly or implicitly ascribe to the concepts of 
''pro bono" and ''public interest." 
In its first report to the dean, the Working Group reported a number of 
worthy programs that were already in place- such as the Kolwyck Equal 
Access to Justice Fellowship Program, UT Pro Bono, and the Tennessee As­
sociation for Public Interest Law (fAPIL)-as well as many individual and 
departmental efforts that were ongoing. 
The Working Group also had several recommendations, the first of 
which was institutionalizing and making more visible the College's com­
mitment to pro bono and public interest law. To achieve this goal, the \\brk­
ing Group recommended establishing a standing Committee, hiring a 
student to serve as a Pro Bono and Public Interest Law Fellow in the College, 
developing a brochure for recruiting and advising purposes, instituting 
various awards to highlight dedication and achievement, and increasing fi­
nancial and other support to student groups. 
More effective career advising by faculty and the Career Services office 
WclS another of the Group's recommendations. Suggestions for accomplish­
ing this goal included promoting and organizing student attendance at job 
fairs and conferences, and developing contact lists of alumni and employers 
who work in the public interest or provide significant pro bono services. 
The Working Group also recommended that the College explore various 
ways to enrich and explain the curriculum, particularly for first-year stu­
dents. This could be achieved by institutionalizing a regular course on "Pub­
lic Interest Law & Lawyering" and advising interested students about 
courses that include a significant pro bono or public interest component. 
The Working Group also advocated initiating discussions among the law 
faculty about the professional responsibility oflaw schools and the pro bono 
obligation oflaw teachers and students. 
Finally, it was recommended that the College develop a program to ad­
dress the problem of student debt Alumni donations for additional scholar­
ships for students with a demonstrated commitment to pro bono and public 
interest law could serve as debt "prevention;' while various College-initi­
ated programs for recent graduates pursuing public interest careers could 
provide post-graduate debt relief 
During full semester 2000, the Committee on Pro Bono and Public In­
terest Law hired its first Law Fellow, third-year Jennifer Lichstein, who re­
cently was awarded the 2001 Law Student Volunteer Award by the 
Tennessee Bar Association. (See page 8 of this edition of Headnotes for 
more information on this award and Ms. Lichstein.) The Law Fellow's du­
ties will include assisting with the production of a brochure, advising inter­
ested students through the Career Services office, and working with student 
groups to organize meetings and attendance at off-campus events. 
The Committee is eager to make contact with those of you for whom pro 
bono or public interest law is an important part of your life as a lawyer and 
as a human being. Our students are hungry for contact with practitioners of 
all political stripes and practice settings who can help them understand the 
profession and envision themselves in it. We want to develop a network of 
alumni who can offer various kinds of support to pro bono and public inter­
est initiatives at the College ofLaw and who would be willing to share their 
wisdom. For more information on how you can help, contact Committee 
Chair Fran Ansley by phone at 865-974-6814 or by e-mail at 
ansley@utk.edtL 
.... 


